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In early 2020, we are planning on exhibiting again at the New York Antiquarian Book Fair and
Firsts London’s Rare Book Fair.

Yours truly,

Daša & Alex

In 2020, we would like to welcome you to our stand at the
following fairs

1. SUEZ CANAL MANUSCRIPT ARCHIVE
FERDINAND DE LESSEPS AUTOGRAPHS

This is a valuable manuscript archive relating to the Suez Canal, the project that
utterly revolutionized global transportation, commerce and communications. It is
highlighted by a detailed letter written by one of the major stakeholders in project,
written from Alexandria only a few days after Sa’id Pasha, the Viceroy of Egypt,
formally approved Ferdinand de Lesseps’s proposal to build the canal. The letter is
a rich ‘insider’s account’ of how the news of the grating of Lesseps’s bid was received
by diplomatic corps in Cairo and all the various behind-the-scenes machinations.
Enclosed within the letter are some of the earliest manuscript copies of Lesseps’s
formal proposal to Sa’id Pasha to be given the right to build the Canal and a
manuscript translation of the Viceroy’s response approving the bid. Additionally,
there are couple of other letters, one being signed by Ferdinand de Lesseps.

The archive’s contents are as follows (5 pieces):
1.
Jules GIRETTE (Alexandria) to Albert ROSTAND (Marseille), December 18, 1854.
Manuscript letter, 4 pp. quarto on ‘Services Maritimes des Messageries Nationales Paquebots Poste
Français / Agence de Alexandrie’ letterhead, signed (Very Good, old folds, light stains, a couple
small old reapairs).
This fascinating, gossipy letter is one of the first detailed pieces of correspondence written from
Egypt to Europe that breaks the news of Sa’id Pasha’s formal approval of Ferdinand de Lesseps’s
proposal to build the Suez Canal, a message communicated between two major stakeholders in the
canal project. It features a wealth of fascinating ‘insider’s information’, some of it sourced from
Lesseps himself.

The author of the letter, Jules Girette (d. 1895) was then the Managing Director of the Alexandria
office of the ‘Services Maritimes des Messageries Nationales Paquebots Poste Français’ (founded
in 1851), a large private mail and package delivery company, and eventually one of the greatest
beneficiaries of the Suez Canal. Girette spent virtually his entire career working for the Services,
and rose to become its president in 1893.
The recipient, Albert Rostand (1818-91) was a prominent Marseille banker and one of the founders
of the Services Maritimes. During the time of this letter he served as the Managing Director of the
Services Maritimes’ head office in Marseille.
This valuable letter, rich in content, starts out with Girrette mentioning that he had met Lesseps only
few days before in Cairo. From him he gained some fascinating insights into the announcement of
the approval of the Suez Canal. He the goes to give a detailed account of how the news was received
by the various Western consul generals, during a meeting they convened in Cairo. At the event the
news that Said Pasha had approved Lesseps’s canal bid was announced. The great majority of the
diplomats expressed unreserved enthusiasm and support for the project, and Lesseps was said to be
holding court in Cairo like “true prince” in mansion full of servants, admired by all.
The only exception to the euphoria was the response of the British delegation, which seemed jealous
and bitter that the French had beat them to the punch to control the world’s greatest geopolitical
mega-project. The letter reveals that one of the main reasons why Britain lost the canal race to
France was that Sa’id Pasha “detested” Charles Murray, the British Consul General. On other hand
he was a great friend of Gabriel Raymond Sabatier, the French consul.
Girette then goes on to discuss how Sa’id Pasha was well disposed towards the Services Maritimes
company and was enthusiastic about building new communications routes into the interior that
would aid commerce. He continues by giving details on Lesseps’s plan to build the Canal; it was
proposed to take 6 years to complete, would cost 2 million Francs, and would be designed by Linant
de Bellefonds. Money would be raised from named bankers in European capitals.
Girette notes that he is including copies of Lesseps’s proposal to build the canal, as well as a copy
of Said Pasha’s response approving the canal project (See 2 and 3 following).
2.
Ferdinand de LESSEPS.
“A son Altesse Mohamed-Said.”
Letter from Lesseps addressed to Mohamed Sa’id Pasha, Camp de Maréa (near Alexandria,
Egypt), November 15, 1854.
Manuscript, 6 pp. quarto, marked “Copie”.
This is a contemporary copy of Lesseps’s ground-breaking letter to the Egyptian Viceroy Mohamed
Sa’id Pasha requesting the right to be given the concession to build the Suez Canal. The letter is

rich in content, including technical specifications on the project. It was enclosed in the above letter
from Girette to Rostand.
For full text of letter, please see link:
https://www.napoleon.org/histoire-des-2-empires/articles/memoire-de-ferdinand-de-lessepsau-vice-roi-degypte/
3.
MOHAMED SA’ID Pasha.
“Traduction de Firman.”
Manuscript, 4 pp. quarto, marked “Copie”, stamped and dated December 15, 1854.
This is a contemporary manuscript copy of the translation (into French from the original Arabic) of
the Egyptian Viceroy Mohamed Sa’id Pasha’s reply to Ferdinand de Lesseps’ above proposal,
hereby official granting the Lesseps enterprise the right to build the Suez Canal. It was likewise
enclosed in the above letter from Girette to Rostand.
4.
Ferdinand de LESSEPS (La Chenaie, France) “Monsieur Le Maire”, September 14, 1854.
Manuscript letter, 3 pp. octavo, signed (Very Good, old horizontal centrefold, small abrasion in
lower-left corner).

This is a manuscript letter written and signed by Ferdinand de Lesseps, from his country home in
La Chenaie, France, addressed to an unidentified recipient referred to only as Monsieur Le Maire”
(The Mayor). It concerns some of the latest correspondence received by Lesseps.
5.
Charles Aimé de LESSEPS (on behalf of Ferdinand de Lesseps) to Monsieur Farinand (Lille),
May 24, 1872.
Manuscript letter, 1 p. quarto on ‘Compagnie Universelle du Canal Maritime de Suez’ letterhead,
signed (Very Good, old folds).
This is a perfunctory letter written by Charles Aimé Marie de Lesseps (1840 - 1923), the
son of Ferdinand de Lesseps, and a principal in his father’s firm, addressed to a Monsieur Farinand
of Lille.

The Suez Canal: Nexus between East and West
Building a canal across the Isthmus of Suez, connecting the Mediterranean (Atlantic / Western)
World with the Indian Ocean (Eastern World) had been one of the great ambitions of the modern
era. Since the 16th Century, trade with Asia had become one of Europe’s greatest sources of wealth;
however, the rounding of Africa was a horrendous ordeal, 7,000 kilometres (4,300 mi) longer than
a supposed shortcut through the Suez.

Curiously, the Ancient Egyptians and Persians had succeeded in building shallow canals connecting
the Mediterranean with the Red Sea through the Suez Isthmus, but these channels had long silted
up, and subsequent climate change (mainly desertification / weaker rainy seasons) had made the
replication of similar canals impossible.
While the Venetians considered building a canal across the Suez Isthmus in 16th Century and
Napoleon Bonaparte seriously investigated creating a canal at the end of the 18th Century, neither
of these ventures got off the ground, due to political and technical obstacles.
The notion of the building a Trans-Suez Canal was revived in the 1830s. However, Britain, the
dominant foreign influence in Egypt (then an autonomous part of the Ottoman Empire) opposed the
building of a canal. Whitehall feared that such a route would threaten its stranglehold over Indian
maritime trade and was especially reticent to allow the construction of such a canal across foreign
territory. Instead, Britain backed the construction of trans-Egyptian railway lines carrying interoceanic freight (lines that they could supposedly control, or shut down, if necessary). This position
would later seem ironic, as the British Empire would be by far and away the greatest beneficiary of
the Suez Canal.
From 1848, France contested Britain’s influence in Egypt, and Mohamed Sa’id Pasha (1822-63),
who became the ruler of the country in 1854, greatly preferred the Gallic side. To Whitehall’s
astonishment, that same year he granted a concession to build the Suez Canal to Ferdinand de
Lesseps (1805-94), a charismatic impresario and diplomat who had served as a French consul in
Egypt for many years. Lesseps proved to be a stellar organizer, and quickly corralled immense
financial and technical resources, founding the Compagnie universelle du Canal Maritime de Suez.
The project broke ground in 1859, and for the first few years it relied upon corvée labour, with
30,000 workers toiling along the isthmus at only one time (amazingly over the decade of the canal’s
construction over 1.5 million different people laboured on the project at various times!). The use
of mass forced labour was highly controversial, even in Egypt, especially as thousands of workers
died of diseases and accidents. The British, who still adamantly opposed the project, successfully
fomented a workers’ rebellion that for a while placed the project in lethal jeopardy. However,
Lesseps and his expert team persevered, finding the funds to pay workers, while their technical
mastery of the project was on the avant-garde of engineering.
The canal was completed and officially opened for business on November 17, 1869. As shown on
the map, it had a length of 164 km (102 miles) and was uniformly 8 metres (26 feet) deep, sufficient
for the drafts of most vessels. Notably, the canal was to be open to the shipping of all nations, as
an early example of an international condominium. While the project cost thousands of lives and
was two times over budget, Lesseps’ achievement was globally hailed as total success, as many
were awestruck by the reality of joining the two oceans.
The Suez Canal immediately had a transformative impact upon global trade, as shipping between
Asia and Europe grew exponentially. European manufactured products became sufficiently cheap
to flood the Asian markets, while less expensive Asian commodities swelled into Western markets.

There were also great political ramifications, as European powers were now able to quickly move
troops to buttress their positions in their Eastern colonies.
In a broader sense, the Suez Canal was also the lynchpin of the global transportation revolution that
occurred in 1869-1870. Prior to that time, circumnavigating the globe took the better part of a year
- at best. However, in May 1869, the first transcontinental railway crossing North America, the
Central Pacific Railroad, was completed, cutting travel time between San Francisco to New York
to 8 days (instead of several weeks). The opening of the Suez Canal followed in November 1869.
In March 1870, the first railway traversing the Indian Subcontinent opened, connecting Bombay to
Calcutta (avoiding the long sea voyage around India). For the first time, travelling vast distances
across continents could be accomplished with relative speed and comfort, with transformative
economic, social and political implications. The new reality inspired Jules Verne to write his classic
Around the World in Eighty Days (1873).
Ironically, Britain, who had adamantly opposed the creation of the Suez Canal turned out to be its
greatest beneficiary. Almost immediately, British-Asian trading firms saw a huge spike in business,
while Whitehall was able to tighten its control over India. Britain gained a minority interest in the
canal in 1875, before assuming majority control in 1882 (when Egypt became a British
protectorate).
The Canal continued to be British dominated until 1956, when Egyptian President Abdel Gamal
Nasser famously seized the canal during the ‘Suez Crisis’. The Suez Canal has since been greatly
enlarged such that it can now handle ‘Super Max’ tanker ships. In recent times, over 18,000 vessels
traverse the canal annually, such that the Suez retains its place as one of the World’s great
commercial arteries.
5.500 EUR

2. GUATEMALA

Maximilian von SONNENSTERN (1819 - 1895) and August van de GEHÜCHTE.
Mapa general de la Republica de Guatemala / Publicado por Maximilian v. Sonnenstern. Por
orden del gobierno 1859.
New York: J. Rau for G. Kraetzer, 1859.
Lithograph with original outline wash colour, dissected into 40 sections and mounted upon original
linen, folding into original olive cloth covers with blind-stamped designs and title in gilt (Good,
lovely original colours, some browning and light stains throughout; covers very good, with light
wear and some chipping to internal gutter, old manuscript owner’s inscription inside front cover),
90 x 97 cm (35.5 x 38 inches).

Rare – the first official map of Guatemala, a beautifully rendered work drafted by the
German cartographer Maximilian von Sonnenstern, based largely upon the surveys
of the Belgian engineer August van de Gehüchte; a project commissioned by
Guatemalan President Rafael Carrera, being the first broadly accurate, detailed map
of the country, it was notably the first map to correctly locate many of the most
important Mayan ruins; it had an enduring legacy as one of the prime evidentiary
exhibits in Guatemala’s boundary disputes with its neighbours; published in New
York – one of greatest monuments of the cartography of Central America and a
defining historical document of Guatemalan independence.

This is rare first official map of Guatemala and the earliest detailed, broadly accurate map of the
country. It was drafted by Maximilian von Sonnenstern, a German-born surveyor and entrepreneur
who was a transformative figure in the cartography of Central America, having created the first
official maps of Nicaragua and El Salvador, in addition to the present work. Sonnenstern largely
based the map upon the stellar, pioneering surveys of the country made by August van de Gehüchte,
a Belgian engineer and colonist. The map was commissioned by President Rafael Carrera, not long
after Guatemala’s independence to serve as powerful patriotic declaration of the country’s distinct
identity, with ample borders, in region of rivals. The work was also the first large-format detailed

general map of the Guatemala, and the earliest map to accurately place the country’s major cities,
mountains and rivers, as well as many of its great estates and ranches. It is also an important
monument in archaeological history, being the first map to located dozens of Mayan ruins.
Moreover, for decades it served as a prime evidentiary document in Guatemala’s numerous and
protracted boundary disputes with its neighbours. The map was published in New York under the
auspices of the lithographer Gustav Kraezter, who published several of Sonnenstern’s works.
Here Guatemala unfolds in brilliant detail and resplendent colour; on the right side the
‘Explicaciones’ identifies the symbols used throughout to identify the national and departmental
capitals; pueblos and villas; haciendas and ranchos; roads of various importance, from mule trails
to post roads; silver and gold mines; and ‘Antiguedades’ (Mayan ruins). The radically varied
topography is captured, as mountain ranges and volcanoes are expressed through delicate hachures,
while each department is outlined in its own bright hue, while the country’s coasts on two oceans
are traced in aquamarine.
The densely populated capital region around Guatemala City appears in the lower centre, while
many clusters of Mayan temples appear out of the jungle in the north and east of the country.
Curiously, even as the Mayan temples are located deep with Guatemalan territory, for reasons
expanded later, the map intentionally shows the modern territories of the Mayan peoples to be
located to the far north of the country, straddling the Mexican border, labelled as ‘Tribu
Lacandones’ and ‘Tribu Maya’. On the Atlantic coast the map labels ‘Sto. Tomas’ (Santo Tomas
de Castilla), which was recently home to a bizarre and short-lived Belgian colonial venture
spearheaded by the Compagnie belge de colonisation, founded in 1841. To the north are the lands
of the ‘Colonia Inglesa’ (British Honduras, modern Belize), as defined by the ‘Tratado de 1783’.
Beyond the main body of the map, a fine street plan of Guatemala City, ‘Plano de la ciudad de
Guatemala’, appears in the lower left-centre, while six labelled itinerary profiles occupy the splace
in the lower part of map, showcasing the extreme topography of the country. The map follows
Sonnenstern’s signature style of draughtsmanship and design, as elegantly lithographed under
Kraetzer’s eye, as first seen in Sonnenstern’s 1858 map of Nicaragua.

A Note on Rarity
The present map is very rare. We can trace 8 examples in institutions, being held by the David
Rumsey Map Center (Stanford University); Library of Congress; Bibliothèque nationale de France;
British Library; Princeton University; University of California, Los Angeles; Academy of Natural
Sciences of Philadelphia; and the Universitätsbibliothek Erfurt und Forschungsbibliothek Gotha.
Moreover, we are aware of the map appearing on the market on only a single other occasion over
the last generation.

Guatemalan Independence and the Sonnenstern-Gehüchte Map
In the wake of the Central American lands gaining their independence from Spain in1821, what are
today Guatemala, El Salvador, Nicaragua and Costa Rica, as well as the future Mexican state of
Chiapas, formed the República Federal de Centroamérica in 1823. However, this nation existed in
name only as regional and ideological cleavages resulted in continuous instability. In 1838, the
Federation collapsed into civil war, before being dissolved in 1841.
After the dissolution of the República Federal, Guatemala continued to be riven by conflict and
lacked a clear political identity. Finally, the conservative strongman Rafael Carrera Turcios (1814
– 1865), who served as President of Guatemala from 1844 to 1848 and from 1851 until his death,
managed to enforce sense of order on the country, formally declaring the Republic of Guatemala’s
independence in 1847.
However, Carrera realized that his vision of an independent Guatemala was threatened by the fact
that the country was scarcely mapped and its borders ill defined. It seemed that it would be
impossible for Guatemala to possess a distinct and secure political or social identity is it did not
have a clear physical-geographical form.
Fortunately, August van de Gehüchte had arrived on the scene. Not much is known of Gehüchte’s
biography, but he was a Belgian engineer with advanced training in surveying, likely with a military
background. He arrived in Guatemala in 1841 as part of the Compagnie belge. He subsequently
became a close friend of President Carrera and, as the country’s only top-notch engineer, made a
good living surveying roads and properties for the Guatemalan government and large private
landowners.
Beyond his commercial commissions, Gehüchte was deeply concerned by the fact that, in his
opinion, “all (existing) maps of the country were bad…they were not the results of measurements
as they ought to be, but compositions made in offices, from a mass of false data, and from these,
each more incorrect than the other”.
By Gehüchte thus spent eight years extensively exploring the country, making the best surveys
possible with the most modern equipment. He often rechecked his own data and mercilessly
questioned the accuracy of all existing sources and maps, testing their readings against his own
fieldwork. While some elements of this gruelling mega-project were done as part oh his ‘day job’,
Gehüchte, with an almost missionary zeal, invested his own resources well beyond any financial
considerations.
Enter Maximilian von Sonnenstern (1819 - 1895), a towering figure in the civil engineering and the
modern mapping of Central America. He was born in Stuttgart, allegedly the illegitimate son of a
member of the royal family of Württemberg, although it seems that great efforts were made to cover
up this ‘scandalous’ detail. After excellent training, he served as a military engineer in his native
country, but in 1855 he decided to leave the stifling formality of Germany to find fame and fortune
in Central America. While a region rife with civil unrest and corruption, men of Sonnenstern’s

abilities were immensely valued there, and he was only one of a succession of many German
engineers who attained great prominence in Latin America during the 19th Century.
Basing himself in Nicaragua, Sonnenstern quickly managed to establish himself up as a high-priced
engineering and surveying consultant, as well as an entrepreneur invested in many industries. He
was responsible for introducing the highest standards of German precision and excellence to
surveying and civil engineering in Central America. The rise of national identity, the advent of a
period or relative peace, and an infrastructure boom necessitated the creation of official accurate
national maps in a region where such projects had never been seriously endeavoured.
In 1858, following the Nicaraguan Civil War, President Martínez appointed Sonnenstern as the
republic’s official engineer and Surveyor General. He relied upon his own surveys and the best
available to maps to compile the first official national map (albeit one which only depicted the
populated western part of the country), the Mapa general de la Republica de Nicaragua (New York:
G. Kraetzer, 1858; with an another edition following in 1859).
Sonnensterns’s Nicaragua map was universally admired throughout Central America, and while
visiting Guatemala City, the surveyor was asked by President Carrera to create the first official and
broadly accurate map of Guatemala. Sonnenstern worked closely with August van de Gehüchte,
drawing heavily upon his manuscript maps. Gehüchte’s contribution to the present map is
acknowledged in the upper left corner, where a passage reads: ‘Nota. El mapa de la Republica de
Guatemala levantado por August van de Gehuchte y examinado y revisado en sus puntos principales
topograficos segun las ordenes del S.G. por Maximilian v. Sonnenstern.’
In a fascinating recent essay, the historian Jordana Dym explores the significance of the
Sonnenstern-Gehüchte map of Guatemala, in that it played critical role in ‘decolonizing’
cartography in Central America during a period of rising national identities. Traditionally, the
mapping of Guatemala and its neighbouring states was done entirely by Europeans, with Eurocentric
interests in mind; indeed, very few if any of the people involved in making the maps ever set foot
in the New World. Guatemala was merely a small part of the global Spanish Empire and, as such,
its distinct ambitions and many features if its landscape were of little interest to mapmakers.
Following Guatemala’s formal declaration of independence in 1847, President Carrera sought to
forge a national identify distinct not only from the Spanish colonial legacy, but from its neighbours.
Moreover, the Guatemala he envisaged was to promote the interests of criollos and Guatemalans of
at least partial European ancestry, while the interests of native communities were to be marginalized.
Moreover, Guatemala was to be accorded ample boundaries, pushing back against the rival claims
of its neighbours. In this way, Carrera commissioned a map that would go a long way towards
‘decolonizing’ the cartography of Guatemala.
According to Dym, “the national government commissioned a new territorial map [the SonnensternGehüchte map] based on the mapmakers own on-the-ground travels to verify and measure with
modern instruments the latitude and longitude of cities, rivers, and mountains. At first this meant
partial re-colonization and reliance on foreign expertise to collect, analyse and print data in
cartographic form.” The result was that “Sonnenstern’s map married his drafting capability to the

Belgian’s [Gehüchte’s] impressive data to depict a clear, contiguous shape and greatly improved
information on departmental areas, mountain ranges and rivers…This map, based on extensive
fieldwork, brought respected methods to Guatemalan official cartography…”. Dym continues by
asserting that the Sonnenstern-Gehüchte map “was “the best hybrid of “decolonized” cartography
of the third quarter of the nineteenth century; foreigners drew and printed the maps but used
significant local information and advanced government aims.”
The Sonnenstern-Gehüchte map had enormous practical benefits to the Guatemala government and
commercial community, in that it allowed one to see the correct measure of the country for the first
time, better facilitating transportation and the allocation of resources. Beyond that, the map held a
powerful symbolic role, as it sought to portray Guatemala’s “geo-body” (to use Dym’s terminology)
in the ideal form as promoted by President Carrera. Guatemala’s northern expanses are show to
extend off of the map, implying limitless clams against Mexican territory. The republic’s limits are
also show to extend well into what the British considered to be their colony of British Honduras
(Belize), seeking to legitimize Guatemala’s future claims against that territory.
The map also shows the lands occupied by the Mayan peoples, who President Carrera considered
‘troublesome’ to be pushed off to the northern peripheries of the country, even though Guatemala’s
indigenous nations still populated lands everywhere, even in the heart of the republic. This
rhetorical move is curiously juxtaposed against the ‘ancient’ reality as shown on the map, which
labels dozens of Mayan ruins and monuments, many located deep within Guatemalan territory.
Sonnenstern and Gehüchte’s map remained the national map of record until the German
cartographer Herman Aú published his Mapa de la republica de Guatemala (Hamburg, 1876),
which used improved technology and circumstances to build upon Sonnenstern and Gehüchte’s
achievements.
That being said, the Sonnenstern-Gehüchte map continued to be heavily consulted as a seminal
evidentiary document in Guatemala’s boundary disputes with its neighbours. Notably, while
Guatemala signed a treaty with Britain with respect to its boundaries with British Honduras (Belize),
it later used he present map to reopen the matter, claiming southern Belize as Guatemalan territory.
The map was also employed in 1882 to settle the Guatemalan-Mexican boundary, while the
Honduran side used the map in its favour during the 1919-1902 arbitration process over its border
with Guatemala, overseen by the U.S. Secretary of State.
As for Sonnenstern, in addition to creating the present map of Guatemala, he likewise made the first
official map of El Salvador, Mapa general de la Republica de Salvador (New York: G. Kraetzer,
1859). He also made an excellent map of Central America, Mapa de las Republicas de America
Central (London, 1860), before going on to create a complete national map of Nicaragua, Mapa de
la Republica de Nicaragua levantado por orden de su Ex.a el Presidente Cap.n General Martinez
(Paris, 1863).
Importantly, Sonnenstern headed Nicaragua’s bid to build an interoceanic canal across the country
(to rival plans to build such a channel across Panama). Sonnenstern advocated building a canal
route that ran from Lake Nicaragua to the Pacific, via Charco Muerto Bay, the Río Ochomogo, and

then the Río Escalante to its mouth on the sea. For some years, Nicaragua was internationally
favoured over Panama as the location for the much-desired interoceanic Canal, attracting great
interest from both French and American stakeholders. Sonnenstern’s advocacy lent great credibility
to Nicaragua’s bid, and he notably represented his adopted country during high-profile deliberations
in Washington in 1874.
During the 1870s and 1880s, Sonnenstern, as the Surveyor General of Nicaragua, oversaw an
unprecedented infrastructure boom, which resulted in the building of numerous roads, bridges, port
facilities and railways.
Sonnenstern served in office until his death, at the age of 76, whereupon he was eulogized as one
of the greatest Nicaraguans. It is thought that his passing was one of the key factors that led
Nicaragua to lose the ‘canal race’ to Panama. However, his legacy lives on in his first official maps
of three Central American nations.
References: David Rumsey Historical Map Collection: 6850.002; Library of Congress: G4810
1859 .S6; Bibliothèque nationale de France, GEC-248; British Library: Cartographic Items Maps
78810.(2.); Princeton University Library: HMC02.43; OCLC: 557623956 / 990310722; Jordana
DYM, ‘Democratizing the Map; The Geo-body and National Cartography in Guatemala, 1821 2010’, in James R. AKERMAN (ed.), Decolonizing the Map: Cartography from Colony to Nation
(Chicago, 2017), esp. pp. 171-2; ROOT, CLARK, BUCKNER and HOWLAND (Attorneys for the
Republic of Honduras), Boundary Question between the Republic of Guatemala and the Republic
of Honduras, under Mediation of the Honorable Secretary of State of the United States of America
(New York, 1920), p. 91; Charles Étienne Brasseur de Bourbourg (ed. and trans. by Katia
SAINSON), The Manuscript Hunter: Brasseur de Bourbourg's Travels Through Central America
and Mexico, 1854 -1859 (2017), p. 53. Cf. [Re: Sonnenstern’s Biography] G. von Houwald, Los
Alemanes en Nicaragua (Managua, 1975), esp. pp. 67-9.
2.800 EUR

3. LIBYA - OIL - PETROLEUM MAP

UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY / LIBYAN PETROLEUM MINISTRY / Gus
Hossein GOUDARZI (1918 - 1996), Cartographer.
خريطة طوبوغرافية للمملكة الليبية المتحدة
[Topographic Map of United Kingdom of Libya]
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Geological Survey, 1962.
Colour printing, original folds (Very Good, overall clean and bright, just some light wear and some
toning along original folds), 106 x 90 cm (41.5 x 35.5 inches).

The first detailed, scientific petroleum map of Libya, a separately issued bilingual (English-Arabic)
work published only a few years after the petroleum industry in that country commenced in earnest,
drafted by the esteemed engineer Gus Hossein Goudarzi for the U.S. Geological Survey, working
in conjunction with the pro-Western Libyan regime of King Idris.

In the wake of World War II, Libya, having been liberated from three decades of Italian colonial
occupation, went through a period of reorganization and unification before coming under the rule
of King Idris (reigned 1951-69), a Senussi religious leader. Libya was one of the poorest nations in
the world, and the king courted friendly relations with Western powers in order to attract investment.
Idris was especially well disposed towards the United States, as it was viewed as not having a desire
to colonize Libya, yet was generous with its economic largesse.
Libya was long known to possess geological deposits that could potentially yield hydrocarbons in
significant quantities. In passing the 1955 Petroleum Law, Idris invited foreign petroleum
companies, especially American firms, to explore the country for oil fields. These endeavours soon
bore fruit, as in 1956 the first commercially viable oil formations were discovered, resulting in
wildcat wells. This caused Esso, Mobil and Texas Gulf to dedicate major resources to Libya,
leading to the discovery of massive, easily exploitable oil deposits in the Sirte Basin, the region in
central Libya that still accounts for 90% of the country’s oil production.
The United States Geological Survey played a major role in conducting surveys of Middle Eastern
and African oil producing countries, especially as such highly specialized work could not then be

accomplished by local authorities. Immediately after the first major discoveries of oil were made
in 1959, Libya’s Ministries of National Economy, Petroleum Affairs, and Industry invited the U.S.
Geological Survey to map the country, with special emphasis upon locating oil deposits, as well as
marking wells, pipelines and transportation infrastructure that served the petroleum industry.
The U.S. Geological Survey charged Gus Hossien Goudarzi (1918 - 1996) with creating the first
proper general oil map of Libya. A highly esteemed Iranian-born American mining engineer,
Goudarzi had served as military cartographer with the U.S. Navy and more recently had conducted
oil surveys in Saudi Arabia. He oversaw new surveys in Libya, while also collecting and editing
the very best existing maps, sorting the ‘wheat from the chaff’. After almost three years of work,
at the beginning of the 1962, he completed the manuscript for the present map, which was sent to
Washington to be published.
The present work is the first detailed, scientifically accurate petroleum map of Libya, being the first
issue of Goudarzi’s work. At first glance, the bilingual (English-Arabic) work is a conventional,
yet very high quality, topographical map of the entire country, depicting all cities, town and villages;
major roads; caravan trials; airports; railways; and areas of vegetation; while relief is shown with
contour lines with spot heights. However, as the legend in the lower-left corner shows, the map
also labels the division of the country’s petroleum exploration zones (pursuant to the 1955
Petroleum Law); the locations of all oil wells; gas wells; oil fields; and oil pipelines, here all
depicted together upon a single map for the very first time. Also included is a glossary translating
Arabic and Berber geographical terms into English.
The present map was considered vitally useful to oil companies and civil authorities during the great
boom in petroleum production in the 1960s that made Libya into the 13th largest oil producer in he
world. The country saw massive investment from American and European oil companies that
utterly transformed Libya’s state revenues. However, while Idris’s coffers and those of the
country’s elite were flush, and while the Libya’s infrastructure saw notable improvement, only a
tiny amount of the oil revenue trickled down to the common people, and more worryingly for Idris,
to the average soldiers of his military.
Popular discontent, in good part due to the grossly unequal distribution of the oil wealth, allowed
Colonel Muammar Gaddafi to mount a bloodless coup on September 1, 1969, toppling Idris’s
regime.
Gaddafi launched an eccentric Socialist dictatorship that he later called the
Jamahiriya (“State of the Masses”), which was to be fuelled by the country’s oil revenues. Gaddafi
created the National Oil Corporation (NOC) in November 1970, and over the coming years, he
progressively nationalized the Libyan oil industry, evicting virtually all foreign interests. The NOC
became a virtual monopoly, playing major role in the global petroleum economy, even as Libya
came under Western sanctions in 1986, following the Lockerbie Tragedy.
In the Early 2000s, Gaddafi attempted to come in from the cold, re-engaging Western powers and
inviting them to invest in the Libyan oil industry, overturning the NOC’s near monopoly. However,
Gaddafi’s overthrow during the Arab Spring in 2011 plunged Libya into turmoil, and while the
country still produces some oil, the enduring civil unrest had destroyed much infrastructure,

severely limiting production. As of today, it unclear when, or if, Libya will return to being a major
petroleum producer.
The present example of the map is of the first issue. A second, updated edition was published in
1971, just as the Western oil companies were being evicted from Libya.
While several libraries hold examples of the present map, it only very rarely appears on the market.
References: Library of Congress: G8261.C5 1962 .G4; Yale University, Beinecke Library: 69
1962; OCLC: 35107215 / 642503268; Publications of the Geological Survey, 1962 – 1970
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1972), p. 287.

650 EUR

4. SAUDI ARABIA (GULF COAST – QATIF REGION)
OIL-PETROLEUM INDUSTRY

( محمد سعيد المسلمMuhammed Said AL-MUSLIM, 1925 -1994).
دراسة تاريخية انسانية لمنطقة الخليج العربي. ساحل الذهب األسود
[Coast of Black Gold: A Historical-Humanitarian Study of the Arabian Gulf Region].
Beirut: [ دار مكتبة الحياةDar Maktabat al-Hayah] [1960].
Small 4° (24.5 x 17 cm): 284 pp. with embedded pictorial vignettes, including 6 photographic
illustrations, 3 maps (1 double-page) and one tree chart (Very Good, partially uncut and seemingly
unread with a minor stain to blank final leaf, title with manuscript inscription; covers with edgewear and a couple tiny marginal tears without loss, old seller’s hand stamp to back cover).

The rare first edition of one of the most important historical studies of the Gulf of
Arabia coastal region of Saudi Arabia, including copious information on the early
Saudi oil industry; written by the prominent Saudi historian and banker Muahmmed
Said Al-Muslim; with a fine mid-century cover and richly illustrated with 6
photographic images and 3 maps; published entirely in Arabic in Beirut.

This is the rare first edition of one of the most important modern works on the Gulf of Arabia coastal
region of Saudi Arabia, including fascinating information on the first generation of its globally
important petroleum industry. It was written by Muhammed Said Al-Muslim, a native of Qatif,
who was a prominent banker, poet, journalist and historian. The work, written entirely in Arabic,
was published in Beirut in 1960 by the Dar Maktabat al-Hayah press.
The book features a fine mid-century cover design, and is richly illustrated with three maps and six
photographic images. The maps include: 1) a general map of the Gulf region of Saudi Arabia
(double page); 2) an irrigation / agricultural map; and 3) a map of the region’s oilfields. The
photographic images include pictures of the cities of Dammam; Al-Khobar; Dhahran; the oil fields;
Qatif; as well as a portrait of the author.

The text of the work commences with a preface (dated August 18, 1960) by Al-Muslim and an
Introduction by Professor Hamad Al-Jisr; this is followed by six chapters.
Chapter I grants an overview of the geography, climate, geology (with an emphasis on the
formations that yield hydrocarbons), ancient history and nomenclature of what is today the northern
part of the Eastern Province of Saudi Arabia.
Chapter II discusses the cities (both ancient and modern) of the Saudi’s Gulf region, including
Damman, Dharan; Ras Al Tannurah; Abqaiq (with ample coverage of the discovery of the nearby
Ghawar Oilfield); and Qatif, followed by detailed coverage of the rural villages and oases. Included
are many fascinating details on local history that are impossible or difficult to find anywhere else,
plus interesting insights into the nature of Saudi cities as they experienced rapid growth in the early
years of the ‘petroleum age’.
Chapter III details the demographic history of Saudi’s Gulf region, including its conquest by ancient
civilizations; the arrival of the Arabs; the dominance of and competition between various Arab
tribes; the interactions between the Sunni and Shiite Muslims (long an especially important issue in
the region); as well as the challenges and opportunities caused by migration and urbanization and
the arrival of immigrants from abroad. This is a fascinating section, written with considerable
cultural sensitivity.
Chapter IV covers the complex political history of Saudi’s Gulf region, from the time of the Arab
conquest; through the Ottoman period; and then up to modern times. It provides perceptive insights
into the nature of the Saudi administration over the region during the previous thirty to forty years.
Chapter V details the economy of Saudi’s Gulf region, noting the ancient pearl industry; the recent
improvements to agriculture facilitated by irrigation; and, most importantly, the petroleum industry,
which at the time of Al-Muslim’s writing was in existence for not even a generation. Here it is
detailed the Saudi royal decrees that opened the region to oil exploration; the government’s handing
of oil concessions to foreigners, as well as domestic investment; and a highly important description
of the discovery and exploitation of the Qatif and Ghawar Oilfields.
The final section, Chapter VI details the rich cultural and literary history of Saudi’s Gulf region,
spanning many centuries and empires, up to contemporary times.

A Note on Editions and Rarity
The present work was issued in two editions. The present issue is of the first edition, white not
dated, was published in 1960 in Beirut by the Dar Maktabat al-Hayah press. The second edition,
dated 1962, was issued by the same publisher and features a revised collation.
The first issue is more rare than the second, and while it is difficult to discern the locations of
institutional examples, there seem to be only about half a dozen examples in libraries.

Muhammed Said Al-Muslim: Banker, Poet, Journalist and Chronicler of his Native Land
Muhammed Said Al-Muslim (1925 - 1994) was a native of Qatif, the son of wealthy family with
investments in palm plantations. He grew up in a home that treasured literature and history, but the
premature death of his farter compelled Al-Muslim to take up the family business at a young age.
In his 20s, he moved to Baghdad to study finance, whereupon he nourished his interests in history
and literature at the great libraries in that city. Having completed his studies, he opened a bookstore
in Baghdad, catering to an intellectually sophisticated clientele. However, the deterioration in the
political situation following the 1958 Iraqi Revolution forced Al-Muslim to return home.
The decline in the palm industry compelled Al-Muslim to take up an executive post at the Riyadh
Bank, first in Damman, but later in Qatif (where he established a branch of the bank). The petroleum
industry ensured that business was buoyant and Al-Muslim’s large, stable income from his ‘day
job’ gave him time to dedicate to writing. The present work is one of his two greatest publications,
the other being a book focussing on his hometown Qatif: An Oasis on the Shores of the Gulf. He
also authored numerous poems, newspaper pieces and academic articles which establishing him as
one of the most esteemed modern chroniclers of the Gulf region of Saudi Arabia.

References: New York University (Bobst Library): Main Collection DS326 .M8; OCLC:
55482478;Madawi AL-RASHEED, Salman’s Legacy: The Dilemmas of a New Era in Saudi Arabia
(2018), pp. 107-9; Toby MATTHIESEN, The Other Saudis (2014), p. 238
550 EUR

5. ATHENS, GREECE

Athanasios S. GEORGIADES.
Πιναξ Αθηνων Εμφαινων Την Διαιρεσιν Τησ Πολεωσ Κατα Κωμασ Η Συνοικιασ Αρχαιων
Και Νεωτερων. [Plan of Athens and its Ancient and Modern Quarters].
Athens: V. Papachrysanthou, 1908.
Colour lithograph, contemporary seller’s stamp to upper-left blank corner (Good, save for the loss
of part of the lower-left corner - a piece of the border and a very tiny part of text and map area in
old facsimile, otherwise some creasing, short tears and wear along old folds, old light japan backing
to verso), 88.5 x 62.5 cm (35 x 24.5 inches).

Extremely rare – the finest map of Athens from the critical era between the 1896
Olympics and the city’s explosive growth in the 1920s, created by the esteemed
engineer Athan Georgiades as part of his progressive project to modernize the city in
anticipation of the automotive era, while preserving its magnificent historical sites.
This extremely rare separately issued rare map is the finest plan of Athens from the cortical period
that ran from the 1896 Olympics to the birth of the automotive age and the explosive growth of the
city in the 1920s. It was made by Athanasios ‘Athan’ Georgiades, a prominent engineer, urban
planner and archaeologist, who was commissioned by municipal officials to redesign the city’s
infrastructure for the modern age, while preserving its world-class historical sites. The present
example is of the first issue of the map, published in 1908; Georgiades followed up with a revised
edition in 1923.
The map captures the entire city of Athens during a prosperous and orderly period in it historical
development. Each neighbourhood is coloured in its own bright hue and labelled in red, between
which are broad thoroughfares, parks and rocky hills, one of which is topped by the Acropolis,
which occupies pride of place in the centre of the of the city. All major buildings are labelled, as
are archaeological sites, with the grandest monuments outlined. Tramlines are delineated in red,
while the railway leading out of the city to north, appears in the upper-left. A lengthy index occupies
the lower right quadrant of map, labelling all streets. The figure of Athena adorns the upper-left
corner, while the map is surmounted by a classical frieze and bordered by a line of a traditional
Greek motif.

Historical Context: The Resurrection and Growth of Athens
While Athens’s role as one of great cities of antiquity is legendary, when the city was chosen as the
capital of the newly independent Kingdom of Greece in 1834 it was a run-down, unimportant town
with population of only 4,000. Athens had languished under almost 400 years of Ottoman rule, and
was only chosen as the new national capital for sentimental reasons.
King Otto of Greece had ambitions to transform Athens into a grand modern city worthy of its
history. He commissioned the urban planners Stamatios Kleantios and Eduard Schaubert to design
the nucleus of the new capital on a rational plan, roughly confined within a triangle defined by the
Acropolis, the ancient Keramiekos Cemetery and the new Royal Palace (today the Greek
Parliament), the outlines of which are evident on the present map.
Over the coming decades the city grew steadily, although not explosively. Fine public buildings
and monuments were constructed, as new neighbourhoods, still following a rational grid design,
expanded in all directions from the Kleanthios-Schaubert nucleus.
Athens regained something of its ancient glory in 1896 when it hosted the first modern Olympic
Games. This was a tremendous boost to the city’s global profile and prestige.
By 1907 (the year before the present map was issued), Athens’s population had reached 164,479,
and anticipating further growth, civil leaders were concerned about the rising traffic and
overcrowding, and so sought solutions that would fend off the dark side of urbanization in the
industrial age.

Enter Athan Georgiades
Athanasios ‘Athan’ S. Georgiades was a prominent Greek mechanical engineer, architect and
archaeologist. Educated at the École des Ponts et chaussées in Paris, the world’s finest engineering
university, he was man of considerable gravitas, having authored a 1904 plan to earthquake-proof
Athens, as well as representing his country at a major exhibition in Bordeaux (1907), showcasing
archaeological plans of Greece’s ancient ports.
The City of Athens commissioned Georgiades to give recommendations for improving the city’s
existing urban landscape while designing news thoroughfares in the suburban areas to alleviate
congestion. Fortunately, he was also deeply concerned with preserving Athens’s magnificent
classical monuments, and always married infrastructure development with historical conservation.
Significantly, anticipating the future use of the automobile, he recommended that the existing major
thoroughfares running between the city’s neighbourhoods be cleared of obstructions and widened
wherever possible. In the suburban areas, new highroads should be built that could soon handle a
great spike in traffic. He recommended that the city’s urban area be built up between Korai to

Philopappou Hill and called for the creation of more green spaces; he also successfully oversaw the
restoration of historical sites such the Leone of Chaeronea.
The Athens municipal authorities gave Georgiades complete access to the maps and plans in the
city archives, while he also had the opportunity to pursue new surveys of key areas. This led the
creation of the present map, in 1908, which was by far and away the era’s best map of the city.
Examples of Georgiades 1908 map were used to sketch his recommended but as yet unrealized
plans for improving the Athens, as evidences by the example held by the Hellenic Literary and
Historical Archive of the National Bank of Greece Cultural Foundation, which features
contemporary manuscript additions concerning the construction of thoroughfares, please see link:
Αναζητήσατε με βάση τον όρο : Δημιουργός (Χαρτογράφος, χαράκτης)=ΓΕΩΡΓΙΑΔΗΣ,
ΑΘΑΝΑΣΙΟΣ Σ. (νομομηχανικός)
As it turned out, only some of Georgiades’s recommendations were followed. Greece was involved
in the First and Second Balkan Wars (1912-3), and while victorious, these conflicts drained vital
resources from urban development schemes. Moreover, complicated political issues further
curtailed plans. That being said, several of Georgiades’s historical preservation programmes were
realized, while some of his recommended highway projects were built. However, the Turkish-Greek
population exchange, in the wake of the Greco-Turkish War (1919-22), caused metropolitan
Athens’s population to explode, reaching over 800,000 by 1928, as waves or refugees moved to the
city. Athens faced severe overcrowding, while shantytowns developed in peripheral areas; the rise
of automotive travel (as predicted by Georgiades) only added to the congestion.
Georgiades was again retained to help modify Athens’s urban plan, resulting in the second edition
of his map, issued in 1923; please see link, courtesy of the Harvard University Library:

https://iiif.lib.harvard.edu/manifests/view/ids:10812340

However, Athens’s growth proved too extreme to manage, especially as the local and national
authorities were disorganized and under resourced. Thus, while Georgiades can be credited for
preserving much of the finest things about Athens, such as parks and historical sites, and while the
highways that he designed helped alleviate some congestion, like many other modern metropolises,
Athens largely succumbed to chaotic and disorderly growth. Thus, Georgiades’s 1908 map is a
stellar artefact of bygone era when the Greek capital was a relatively peaceful, orderly city.

A Note on Rarity
The present first edition of Georgiades’s plan of Athens is extremely rare, we can trace only a single
institutional example, held by the Hellenic Literary and Historical Archive of the National Bank of

Greece Cultural Foundation. Moreover, we can trace no sales records. It was likely published in
only a small print run for official use, and printed in a large format on fragile paper, it seems that
its survival rate was very low.
The 1923 edition of the Georgiades map is also rare, known in only a handful of examples.
References: The Hellenic Literary and Historical Archive of the National Bank of Greece Cultural
Foundation: MPGEOR.001 M.

1.400 EUR

6. CUBA
CHINESE MIGRANT LABOUR

COMPAÑIA ASIATICA DE LA HABANA.
Compañia Asiatica de La Habana…Digo Yo…
[No Place of Printing], but signed in Mss., Macao, October 18, 1858.
Broadside (40 x 27 cm / 15.5 x 10.5 inches), printed on both sides (Spanish, front / Chinese, verso)
on laid watermarked paper with illustrated letterhead to Spanish side, contemporarily filled in with
manuscript in pen, plus extensive contemporary manuscript signatures, annotations and hand stamps
in margins (Good, some wear and minor loss along old folds, some light stains, some holes in upper
blank margin, some marginal tears without loss).

A rare broadside, being a contract between the Compañia Asiatica de la Habana,
and a Chinese labourer arranging for his importation to Cuba to work in the sugar
industry; printed double sided in both Spanish and Chinese and signed in Macao in
1858, with extensive contemporary manuscript and stamped additions; a fascinating
artefact of the controversial Cuban project to import tens of thousands of Chinese
labourers in an effort to replace slaves of African origin.

From 1847 to 1877 the Compañia Asiatica de la Habana arranged for the importation of tens of
thousands of Chinese migrant labourers to Cuba to work on the sugar plantations. This was done
in the hope of, at least partially, replacing slaves of African descent, hitherto the island’s prime
labour force, as maintaining the established system was gradually becoming untenable. The
Compañia, aided by its agents, marshalled prospective Chinese migrant labourers in Macao, where
they had to sign contracts committing them to terms of labour in Cuba, in return for certain
compensation, provisions and guarantees of working conditions. From there, they were transported
in ships to Cuba, where they found themselves on sugar plantations. As it turned out, the Chinese
labourers

were often deceived, coerced, and treated harshly, no better than slaves; even their meagre
contractual rights were commonly not honoured. Only foreign pressure after thirty years brought
an end to this ignoble system.

Cuba looked across the globe for a solution to it labour problems. China was home to millions of
desperately poor agrarian workers whose lives in the their native land were so harsh that they were
open to virtually any other possibilities, including starting new lives in a distant, mysterious land.

The present broadside is an original contract that the Compañia Asiatica de la Habana agents
required a Chinese labourer to sign, in advance of his departure to Cuba. The document is printed
on both sides, with Spanish text on the front (with the Compañia’s pictorial letterhead), and the text
in Chinese translation on the verso. The Spanish side of the document feature blank areas that are
filled in with the particulars in manuscript.

The Compañia Asiatica de la Habana was formed for the purpose of recruiting and transporting
Chinese indentured labourers to Cuba. In 1847, it commenced importing Chinese workers from
Macao, which became its preferred base of operations, in part due to the lax oversight of the
Portuguese colony’s officials. The Compañia tended to employ agents in China (like Vargas y Ca)
to find recruits in the Chinese countryside and to gather them in Macao for processing and transport
overseas.

In this case the contract is made out for “Chy Anung” of the village of “Yn Cong”, China, who is
“23” years of age. The printed text featuring seven clauses, guaranteed in the name of Vargas y Ca,
the Compañia’s agents in Macao, and pledges Chy Anung to work in Cuba as labourer for a term
of eight years. It outlines the terms of his employment and promises him a specific salary as well
as amounts of food, medicine, clothing and accommodation. The contract is dated at Macao,
October 18, 1858. At the bottom it is signed by Chy Anung in manuscript in Chinese and is
countersigned by for Vagas y Ca and the Spanish Consul General in Macao, accompanied by the
consular hand stamp. At the top is a manuscript annotation referring to the “Maria Elizabeth” and
the No. “163”, indicating that Chy Anung will be transported to Cuba aboard a vessel of that name.
On the verso, the aforementioned Spanish text is translated into Chinese, and is again singed at the
bottom by Chy Anung. Indicating that the present document was to accompany him throughout his
term or labour, almost as if it were a passport, there are copious manuscript annotations and a hand
stamp with dates ranging from 1859 to 1861, following Chy Anung’s progress in Cuba.
While examples of such Compañia Asiatica de la Habana contracts appear occasionally on the
market, they are rare. They provide highly valuable insights into a historically important migrationlabour scheme that deserves far more attention from today’s scholars. The Beineke Library (Yale
University) possesses a fine archive with much original documentation on the subject, including
examples of labour contracts similar to the present example.
Chinese Migrant Labour in Cuba: Replacing One Form of Slavery with Another
Up to the mid-19th Century the sugar economy, fuelled by the enslavement of people of African
decent, had been the mainstay of the Cuban economy, making Havana one of the New World’s
wealthiest cities. However, while slavery would not be fully illegalized in Cuba until 1886, by the
1840s the global abolitionist movement was gaining traction. Cuban plantation owners were no
longer able to import new slaves into the country, and pressure from liberal groups in Spain (which
still ruled Cuba) led to ever more regulations on how the existing slaves should be treated.
Moreover, slaves came to challenge their masters on greater basis, making the environment on
plantations tense. This made the system of African slavery in Cuba increasingly unviable and,
anticipating outright abolition, many plantation owners came to look for an alternative labour force.

With the Compañia’s knowledge, the agents often used deception and even coercion to ‘convince’
Chinese peasants into signing up to servitude in Cuba. The Chinese labourers had to agree to harsh
contracts for service of many years with no exit clause (such as that proscribed by the present
document). As most of the signees were illiterate, they had no clear conception of what they were
‘agreeing’ to. Once processed in Macao, the migrant labourers often experienced harsh conditions
aboard vessels on the very long trip to Cuba. Upon their arrival in Cuba they were pared off to
sugar plantations, where they were commonly treated no better the African slaves. The plantation
owners commonly did not honour their contractual obligations, and the Cuban authorities turned a
blind eye to any abuses of the workers.
The Compañia’s importation of Chinese workers was no sideshow, but for a generation itradically
altered the Cuban economy and the demographic makeup of many areas. Between 1847 and the
early 1870s, it estimated that over 140,000 Chinese labourers were imported into Cuba, almost all
being male. Most of the Chinese were settled in the areas between Havana and Matanzas and
Cárdenas and Colón.
Not surprisingly, most of the Chinese labourers found their experience as indentured labourers to
be unpleasant, and as soon as their contracts expired, returned to China or immigrated to America.
The outward migration was also motivated by the fact that almost all of the Chinese labourers were
men and there were very few Chinese women in Cuba, causing them to leave the island to find
brides of their own background. Yet, thousands of Chinese Cubans remained on the island, many
marrying locals of African or mixed descent, so integrating into the general society.
The experiences of the Chinese labourers in Cuba were not dissimilar to those of other indentured
migrant communities in other colonies, such as the Indian labourers imported to British Guiana
during the same era.
By the early 1870s, foreign diplomats in Havana, particularly those representing strongly
abolitionist countries like Britain, became alarmed by the cruel treatment of the Chinese labourers
in Cuba. As these nations were major commercial partners of Cuba and Spain, they had
considerable leverage and proceeded to place intense pressure upon authorities in Madrid and
Havana to improve the condition of the labourers, and perhaps even to end the Compañia’s

recruitment operations in China altogether. The foreign lobby also ensued that the Qing Court in
Peking was made aware of the ‘atrocities’ that were befalling their subjects at the hands of Spanish
nationals. China soon proceeded to pressure Spain by way of its trade with the Philippines. The
Qing Court also sent a delegation of investigators to Cuba to assess the situation; they did not like
what they saw.
Spain could no longer resist the foreign pressure, and at the Sino–Spanish Treaty of 1877, it agreed
to cease all recruitment of Chinese labourers and to immediately release all the Chinese workers
already in Cuba from their contracts. The Compañia’s scheme was now at an end.
The programme to import Chinese labour into Cuba from 1847 to 1877 had a powerful legacy, as
while many Chinese Cubans left the island, the remaining people added a rich a cultural heritage to
the broader society, particularly in Havana. Supplemented by a modest flow of (voluntary) Chinese
immigration since the 1870s, a small but vibrant Chinatown, the Barrio Chino de La Habana,
developed near the Capitolio, and today many thousands of Cubans count some Chinese decent,
although integration and has limited the size and distinct nature of the self-identified Chinese
community.
References: The Beinecke Library (Yale University) possesses an archive that contains several
contracts similar to the present example, ‘Documents relating to slavery and indentured servitude
in Cuba, 1859-1886’, Call number: GEN MSS 784. Cf. Joseph L. SCARPACI, Roberto SEGRE
and Mario COYULA, Havana: Two Faces of the Antillean Metropolis (Chapel Hill, NC, 2002), p.
26; Turner, Mary TURNER, ‚Chinese Contract Labour in Cuba, 1847-1874’, Caribbean Studies,
vol. 14, no. 2 (1974), pp. 66–81.
1.200 EUR

7. URBAN PLANNING - ZONING OF BASEL

KANT. PLANNUNGSAMT BASELLAND [THE PLANNING OFFICE OF THE CANTON
OF BASEL-LANDSCHAFT]
Zonenplan. Region Basel. Teil 2. Nutzungsmass
Liestal: Kant. Plannungsamt Baselland, October 20st, 1969.
2 colour lithographs, each 120 x 86 cm (47.2 x 33.8 inches) (Very Good).

A pair of large wall maps showcasing the land zoning of Basel and its surroundings were made as
a part of a larger Swiss project of urban regulation to protect the nature.
The bright green colour represents the green public spaces and the purple one the industrial and
business zones. The various tones of orange mark the percentage of used space with yellow
presenting the lowest percentage and the dark red the highest percentage of used space. Additional
numbers and symbols mark the types of settlements, historically protected parts, canalization etc.
380 EUR

8. DATA VISUALISATION
POLAND

Ministerstwo Wyznań Religijnych i Oświecenia Publicznego, Wydział Oświaty Pozaszkolnej
[Ministry for Religion and Public Enlightenment, Department for Post-School Education]
UŻYTKOWANIE ZIEMI W RZECZYPOSPOLITEJ POLSKIEJ W ROKU 1913
[LAND USE IN THE POLISH REPUBLIC IN 1913].
Warsaw: Ministerstwo Wyznań Religijnych i Oświecenia Publicznego, Wydział Oświaty
Pozaszkolnej [Ministry for Religion and Public Enlightenment, Department for Post-School
Education] 1921.
Offset Lithograph on thin paper 62 x 95 cm (24.4 x 37.4 inches) (soft folds slightly age-toned with
small tears and some loss of paper, small tears in white margins, otherwise in a good condition).

A statistical map from 1921 shows the use of earth in different parts of Poland before WW I, in
1913.
The brown colour marks arable land, green with little horizontal stripes fields, grey dotted colour
pastures, brown with trees forests and brown barren vegetation. The big squares, devided into types
of earth, mark parts of Poland before the WWI: Belarus, Pomerania, Upper Silesia, Cieszyn
Silesia, Congress Poland (Russian Poland), Greater Poland and Lesserpoland.
The map was number 5 in a series of educational wall maps, as mentioned in the upper right part.
The Polish National Library holds an example of the map (Magazyn Kartografii ZZK 50 349 A),
otherwise we could not find any other institutional examples.
350 EUR

9. DAMASCUS, SYRIA - WORLD WAR I

EGYPTIAN EXPEDITIONARY FORCE, FIELD SURVEY COY UNIT, ROYAL
ENGINEERS.
Damascus / Scale 1:10,000.
[N.P., but probably Damascus]: Printed by the Field Survey Coy R.E. E.E.F., October 7, 1918.
Bi-chrome printed map (Very Good, clean and bright, just some minor creasing from having been
rolled for many years), 73.5 x 51 cm (29 x 20 inches).

Exceedingly rare and highly important – the first issue of the first map of Damascus
published by the British Forces in the immediate wake of the Fall of Damascus,
drafted by the Royal Engineers’ Field Survey Coy unit from a “captured enemy map”,
printed in the field, probably in Damascus.

Damascus was one of the greatest and final prizes taken by the Entente Powers in World War I.
The venerable ancient city was long a great cultural centre; the head of the Syrian Hajj Road, one
of the World’s greatest pilgrimage routes; and more recently the northern terminus of the Hejaz
Railway and the headquarters of the Ottoman-German forces in the Middle East during World War
I.
In the latter period of the war, British Imperial forces met stiff resistance in Palestine, and it was
only near the end of the conflict that they managed to break into Syria. British forces and their
allies, the army of Emir Faisal of Hejaz, captured the Damascus on October 1, 1918, just after
Ottoman German forces beat a hasty retreat northwards. Lawrence of Arabia, who was part of the
conquering force, was disappointed not to have been amongst the first Allied troops to enter the
city, especially as he envisaged Damascus as the future capital of an independent and unified Arab
state.
The British Imperial occupying force, commanded by General Edmund Allenby, was suddenly in
control of city of which they only possessed dated information. To ensure public order in a place

with a famously restless population, to allocate military resources and to deliver vital public sieves
to civilians, the British command was in urgent need of an accurate, up-to-date map of Damascus.
Fortunately, the British Army in the Middle East, the Egyptian Expeditionary Force (EEF), well
prepared to ameliorate the situation. Throughout the war the EEF deployed highly trained field
teams of Royal Engineers to conduct reconnaissance of battle theatres and to survey newly captured
territories. The engineers, many of whom had pre-war training in places such as India, were by
1918 well versed on the unique surveying environment of the Middle East, and were able to rapidly
draft excellent maps in the field under very difficult conditions.
In the case of Damascus, a unit of the Royal Engineers’ Field Survey Coy unit was part of the EEF
force that took the city and was able to quickly draft the present excellent map; the note below the
title reveals their sources, as the map was derived “From a captured enemy map (dated June 1918)
with additional detail of Kadem Station form aeroplane photographs taken by R.A.F., and some
additional names from the “Handbook of Northern Palestine and Southern Syria” (1st. ed.)”.
The map features the imprint “Printed by the Field Survey Coy R.E. E.E.F. 7.10.18”, meaning that
it was published under the surveyors’ supervision in the field on October 7, 1918, only a week after
the Capture of Damascus, which importantly makes it first map of the city printed by Entente forces
after it fell into their possession. The present example is of the first printing of the map, and was
likely issued in Damascus by a portable press carried by the Field Survey Coy unit. That being said,
map printing by the Entente forces in the field in the Middle East during World War I is not a wellresearched subject, and it is possible that the maps could have instead been printed in Palestine,
where the engineers were known to have published other maps of the Levant during this period.
Either way, the present map was almost certainly issued in the field, as while competently printed,
is cruder in style and printing quality to maps published by the Survey of Egypt at their press in
Giza, where the EEF engineers sent their maps to printed if they when not under tight time
constraints. The present map would have been rushed out, and so there would not have been time
to have it printed in Egypt.
Notably, the second edition of the present map of Damascus was printed in 1919 by the Survey of
Egypt (an example is held by the British Library).
The present map of Damascus is similar in the circumstances of its production to the Field Survey
Coy’s first editions of their maps of Beirut; Aleppo; and the Ludd Depot (Palestine), all done to the
scale of 1:10,000, and published in the field in 1918 (with examples of each held by the British
Library).
Turning to the present map itself, it reveals all of Damascus and its immediate environs in large
scale and impressive detail, and is amongst the best historical records of the city from a critical
juncture. The Old City of Damascus appears in the right-centre, with its ovoid shape contained
within its ancient walls, while the newer neighbourhoods occupy the plain to the west.
The Old City the bisected by ‘Strait Street’, while the Jewish Quarter occupies the southeast section
and the Christian Quarter takes up the northeast quadrant; the western half is the government and

commercial centre. In the northwest, is the Citadel containing the ‘German Bank’, which until
recently was a prime source of financing for the Ottoman-German war effort in the Middle East.
Further to the east is the great ‘Mosque of Omaiyade’ (Umayyad Mosque), and marked all across
the Old City are named souks, churches, mosques and schools.
In the new city, to the west, northwest and southwest of the Old City, is ‘Hedjaz Station’, the
northern terminus of the famous Hejaz Railway, which was completed as far as Medina in 1908 to
transport Hajj pilgrims towards Mecca and the solidify the Ottoman Sultan’s claim to being the
Caliph of Islam; another rail line branches west towards Beirut. Also notable is the ‘Town Hall’
and hotels, such as the ‘Victoria Hotel ‘ and the ‘Hotel d’Orient’. Further out is the ‘Hamidiye
Barracks’, former epicentre of the Central Powers’ war effort in the Levant. Beyond that, the
countryside features orchards, small named villages, historical ruins and the cemeteries of various
denominations. To the far northwest is the ‘Es Salahiya’ (Al-Salihiyah) neighbourhood, at the base
of the ‘Jebel Kasiun’ (Mount Qasioun).
The large inset in the upper-left corner details Kadem Station, along the Hejaz Railway, and is
described: “Note – This inset in the top left hand corner shows a continuation of the railway south
of this sheet edge”.
A Note on Rarity

All maps printed by Entente forces in the field in the Middle East during World War I are extreme
rarities. The present map would have been issued in a only very small print run for the use of senior
British Imperial officers, and printed on fragile paper in a large format, its survival rate would have
been very low. We can trace only a single other example of the present first issue of the map, held
by the British Library. The second issue, printed by the Survey of Egypt in 1919, is also extremely
rare.

References: British Library: Cartographic Items Maps 48855.(11.) / OCLC: 557017180.
1.200 EUR

10. INDIA – KOCHI (COCHIN)
PORTUGUESE COLONIAL LEGACY

SOCIEDADE DE GEOGRAFIA DE LISBOA.
Inscripções portuguezas que se encontram na igreja de S. Francisco de Cochim: album
offerecido á 10.a sessão do Congresso internacional dos Orientalistas.
Lisbon: Imprensa Nacional, 1892.
Small 4° (25 x 16 cm): 3 ff., 29 leaves of plates, original purple printed wrappers (Good, a couple
tiny holes running through text, initial leaves uncut, some minor spots to a few plates; back wrapper
chipped and creased with some loss; title and the versos of all plates with old Turkish private
owner’s hand stamp; old pastedown library label to spine; old inscription in Ottoman Turkish to
front cover).

A rare work featuring 29 printed sketches of tombstones from the Igreja de San
Francisco in Cochin (Kochi), India, one of the oldest and most historically important
European sites in India; published in Lisbon by the Sociedade de Geografia de
Lisboa.
The Igreje de San Francisco (Church of St. Francis), in Cochin (Kochi), India, is one of the oldest
and most historically important European sites on the subcontinent. The church was originally built
in 1503, but was rebuilt in 1516 with a whitewash facade. Vasco da Gama, the founder of the
Portuguese Empire in Asia, died in 1524 and his body was buried in the church for fourteen years,
before it was repatriated to Portugal. For generations the church served as one of the key Portuguese
social and religious sites in Asia, and the property came to feature many important monuments and
gravestones.
Upon the Dutch conquest of Cochin in 1663, the church was confiscated from the Franciscans, and
made a Protestant house of worship. In 1804, not long after the British took over the city, it became
an Anglican church. The site was designated a protected historical monument in 1923 and is today
still a working church home to regular services.
The present work was prepared for the 10th annual conference of the International Orientalists
Society, held in Lisbon, and was published by the Sociedade de Geografia de Lisboa.

The work features 29 beautifully rendered printed sketches of tombstones, some of which do not
today survive in the same condition. As such the sketches are a valuable historical record of one of
India’s great historical sites and the bygone era of Portuguese colonialism.
A note on the third text leaf explains the sources of the sketches:
“A presente publicação reproduz 29 desenhos do sr. M.D. Peiloth, copiados pelo sr. P.W. Barrid,
em 1889, de outras tantas lapides tumulares de velha igreja de S. Francisco de Cochim. Foram
offerecidos á Sociedade de geographia de Lisboa, pelo socio exmo. Bispo de Cochim”. [This
publication reproduces 29 drawings by Mr. MD Peiloth, copied by Mr. PW Barrid, in 1889, from
so many other tombstones in the old church of S. Francisco de Cochim. They were offered to the
Geographical Society of Lisbon, by the Bishop of Cochin.]

References: OCLC: 958962399.
450 EUR

11. BULAQ IMPRINT
MARIFETNAME

İbrahim HAKKI Erzurumi (1703 - 1780)
معرفتنامه
[Marifetname]
Cairo – Bulaq: Matbaa-i Abdurrahman Rüşdî 1280 [1864].
Large Folio, 23 pp. index, 564 pp. with 8 lithographed full page charts, 17 lithographed full page
illustrations (mostly astronomical) and 6 lithographed charts in the text(Binding slightly worn with
minor staining and tiny wormholes in the joints of the envelope flap, minor age-toning and staining,
small holes in the upper inner corners going throughout the book – possibly made by the bookbinder,
to keep the lines in the same height , a small piece of white corner missing in an index page, old
pencil annotations in the white margin of page 373, overall a good example in a beautiful original
binding).

A beautiful example of the first analysis of post-Copernican astronomy by a Muslim
scholar, printed by the Bulaq press

Marifetname or Book of Gnosis, is a majestic encyclopedic work, written in the 18th century by a
Sufi saint, Islamic scholar, physicist, astronomer and İbrahim Hakkı (1703 - 1780). The book
includes a map of the World in two hemispheres and from the north and south perspective,
astronomical charts and various other charts. The print is a charming combination of a letterpress
and lithographed illustrations.
The text consists of three books and is combining the religion with the science. It starts with the
God, followed by the analysis of the minerals, basic beings, plants and finally a man. It is followed
by richly illustrated chapters on the geography and the universe. Hakkı then analyses the human
body from the aesthetic point of view and connects the bodily features with the persona. The text
ends discussing the relations and respect between the people, especially between the man and his
wife, their relatives, servants and neighbours and the responsibility towards children.

Hakkı finished writing Marifetname in 1757. In the next decades this richly illustrated work was
copied in manuscript until it was first printed in 1835 (1251) by the Bulaq press. Until 1299 (1882)
16 more edition followed, all of which are rare today.
This is the fourth printed edition. The Bulaq press is mentioned as Matbaa-i Abdurrahman Rüşdî,
as the name changed briefly under the direction of a railway inspector by that name, who was
running the press from August 1862.
References: OCLC 281735599, 883837097. Özege No.12259. Bekir Topaloğlu,
MÂRİFETNÂME, TDV İslâm Ansiklopedisi (https://islamansiklopedisi.org.tr/marifetname). Hsu
Cheng Hsiang, The First Years of Arabic Printing in Egypt 1238-1269. 1822-1851. The Checklist; no.
252 – Edn4.
3.600 EUR

12. BULAQ IMPRINT
THE GARDEN OF PLEASURE

Muhammad ibn Sulaiman, called FUZULI (( )محمد بن سليمان فضولىcirca 1480 – 1556).
حديقة السعدا
[The Garden of Pleasure]
Cairo: Bulaq 1261 [1845].
8°: [2] index, 364 pp., contemporary calf with gilt debossed decoration and envelope flap, original
purple endpapers, green silk fore edge piece, old hand-written title on the lower edge (slightly worn
on the binding and endpapers, missing front loose endpaper, index loose, paper slightly age-toned
and foxed, stronger on the first and last pages, worm-holes in the white margins of the index and
title page and in the white margins of the last two pages, a tiny hole in the text of the index, hole in
the upper part of the first page, not affecting the text, two small holes in the text pages 359-362,
sporadic minimal old annotations in black ink, otherwise in a good condition).

An Ottoman translation of the Garden of Pleasure or History of the Allied Martyrs of the Family of
the Prophet Mohammed was published at the Bulaq press in Cairo.
The text was written in the 16th century by an Azerbaijani poet Fuzuli ()فضولی, born as Muhammad
ibn Sulaiman, mostly active on the territory of today’s Iraq. Fuzuli was one of the most esteemed
authors of the Islamic World and was fluent in Azerbaijani, Arabic and Persian. The Garden of
Pleasure, was one of his most famous works, translated into many languages from the original
Azerbaijani version.
This is a second edition (of 3), printed at the Bulaq Press. The first edition was published in 1253
(1837-18) and the third one in 1271 (1854-55). This example is preserved in a highly decorative
original binding.
We could find one institutional example on Worldcat (Hungarian Academy of Sciences Library).
References: OCLC 1014970391. Hsu Cheng Hsiang, The First Years of Arabic Printing in Egypt
1238-1269. 1822-1851. The Checklist; no. 105 – Edn2.
1.800 EUR

13. NAPOLEON BONAPARTE
ALEXANDRIA IMPRINT

Anne Jean Marie René SAVARY, 1ST DUKE OF ROVIGO (1774 –1833), author; (AZIZ
EFFENDI) translator.
[ تاريخى بوناپارطهHand Written Title]
[History of Bonaparte]
Alexandria, Egypt: [ فى السراى االسكندريةFi-Saraya, Al-Iskandria] 1249 [1833].
2 parts, bound in one volume. Small 4°: 186 pp., 4 pp. index, 154 pp., letterpress on thick paper,
some pages folded in the margin as always, some pages with printed annotations, contemporary
pink card boards, brown calf spine, contemporary loose endpapers, hand-written title on the front
endpaper (binding with light staining, scratches, water-staining and traces of wear, but still good
and stabile, inside clean, last page and lower edge with minor old annotations, front loose endpaper
with small tears and tiny wormholes in the lower edge, a tiny worm hole through the first pages,
title page with minor worm-holes in the lower corner, overall a good example).

A rare book on Napoleon. Printed by the press in Alexandria, Egypt.
This rare book on Napoleon Bonaparte is an Ottoman translation of the memoires of Anne-JeanMarie-René Savary, duc de Rovigo, a French general and Diplomat.
The translation was printed in Alexandria. The press was set in the complex of the Ras Al Tin, the
construction of which started at the same time. Only three books were printed at the press, all by
the same author, the leading Alexandrian scholar, Aziz Effendi. All the books were published in
1833, in June, August and October respectively. The production of the fourth book, issued in three
volumes, was transferred to Bulaq in the middle of the printing of the second volume. Until the end
of 1844, only a gazette Le Moniteur Égiptien was produced in Alexandria (Hsu Cheng Hsiang, The
First Years of Arabic Printing in Egypt 1238-1269. 1822-1851; pp. 45-47).
Wordcat only records 4 examples on the microfilm (OCLC 69935197). We found one example in
the Austrian National Library.

Napoleon’s Biography for an Egyptian Audience: Muhammad Ali’s ‘Intellectual
Propaganda’

Muhammad Ali (1769 – 1849) was a towering figure in the history of the Muslim World, hailed as
the founder of modern Egypt. A native of Albania, though a series of daring and brilliant moves,
he became the Vali (Governor) of Egypt in 1805, remaining in that office until 1849. He pursued a
radical programme of reform of the country’ economy, civil administration, laws, social systems
and military, rapidly transforming Egypt into a powerful, modern state, autonomous of the Ottoman
Empire (even as it remained a de jure subject of the Sublime Porte). Important to our story,
Muhammad Ali personally revived printing in Egypt, as it was on his initiative that the Bulaq Press
and most of the country’s other early printing houses (such as in Alexandria) were established.
While the Vali enjoyed significant popular support, many of the country’ traditional, conservative
elites felt threatened by his new order and were sceptical of his reforms.
Napoleon Bonaparte’s invasion of Egypt (1798 - 1801) brought much carnage and injustice,
however, it also introduced the notions of modernity to the country that Muhammad Ali admired
(including the introduction of the printing press). The Vali a great fan of the Napoleon, and was
thought to have personally identified with him; both men were born in relative backwaters of their
empires (Corsica, Albania) in the same year, 1769, and only through the application of their own
brilliance, both managed to establish themselves as the dictators of the largest and most prestigious
countries in the spheres (France, Egypt), before embarking upon unprecedented programmes of
reform.
For these reasons, it was on Muhammad Ali’s direct orders that the Duke of Rovigo’s biography of
Napoleon was translated and published by the Bulaq Press and the press at Alexandria. The Vali
wanted the literate elite of Egypt to learn and appreciate the value of Napoleon’s bold charisma and
modernizing agenda, and in doing so hopefully gain a new appreciation of Muhammad Ali’s rule.
However, despite his admiration of the French Emperor’s personality and notions of governance,
Muhammad Ali was not a fan of Western imperialistic adventurism; he did not believe that France
or any other power should rule Egypt (as such, he successfully rebelled against the Ottomans).
Accordingly, Napoleon’s example came as both an inspiration and as a warning: If Egypt did not
continue to modernize, it would become weak, and would, once again, be invaded by a foreign
power. Muhammad Ali’s message to the Egypt’s elite was clear: Either embrace me and my
reforming agenda or allow Egypt and everything you care about to be taken away by outsiders.
Muhammad Ali’s play of ‘intellectual propaganda’ was resoundingly successful, as the official
Egyptian issues of Napoleon’s biography, such as the present work, proved to be incredibly popular
and influential. Several editions were issued over the succeeding decades, and the work become
mainstay of Egyptian (an to a degree Ottoman) political literature for the remainder of the 19th
Century.
2.400 EUR

14. BULAQ IMPRINT
NAPOLEON BONAPARTE

Charles Tristan, Marquis de Montholon (1783 - 1853) - Gaspard Gourgaud (1783 - 1852),
authors; [HASAN EFFENDI, translator].
تاريخى بوناپارطه/ كتاب تاريخ بوناپارطه
[Book on the History of Bonaparte / History of Bonaparte]
Cairo: Bulaq 1260 [1844]
Small 4°: 90 pp. letterpress on thick paper, original black cloth binding with cloth spine, printed
annotations in margins, some pages folded in white margins, as always (binding slightly rubbed on the
corners, minor worm holes in the gutter of the first and last page, otherwise in a good, clean condition).

An uncommon book on Napoleon Bonaparte in Ottoman language, printed by the
Bulaq Press in Cairo
The text on Napoleon Bonaparte by the Bulaq Press in Cairo in Ottoman language is a translation of
Mémoires pour servir à l'histoire de Napoléon, écrits à St. Hélène, issued in 8 volumes in 1822. The
book was based on Napoleon’s letters and written by Charles Tristan, Marquis de Montholon (1783
- 1853) - Gaspard Gourgaud (1783 - 1852).
This is the second edition. The first edition was printed in 1247 (1831) in Bulaq on 50 pages. According
to the literature the author was Hasan Effendi (Franz BABINGER, Die Geschichtsschreiber der
Osmanen und ihre Werke, Leipzig: Harrassowitz, 1927, p. 378, footnote 1). The work is often titled also
as Afrika cezayirinden Santa Elene nâm cezireden vâsıl olup and therefore sometimes mentioned in
literature as Tarikh Afriqa, Tarih Afrika, Tarif Affrika and consequentially Tarikh Amriqa (Hsu Cheng
Hsiang, The Checklist; no. 500.
We could trace 8 institutional examples in on Worldcat.
References: OCLC 935136439, 777091409. Hsu Cheng Hsiang, The First Years of Arabic Printing in
Egypt 1238-1269. 1822-1851. The Checklist; no. 500 – only 1247 edition.

2.200 EUR

15. HIEROGLYPHS
BULAQ IMPRINT

Mehmed MUHSIN (died circa 1906)
هيروغليف حروف بربائيه ترچمه سى
[Hieroglyphs – Translation of the Letters]
Cairo: Bulaq 1311 [1894 or 1895]
8°: 114 pp., [2] blank, probably 1930s black cloth binding with gilt lines on the spine and name of
the collector on the cover and spine (good condition with minor age-toning, old price written on the
rear pastedown).

This is the first Ottoman explanation of the hieroglyphs, written by Mehmed Muhsin and published
at the Bulaq Press sin Cairo, Egypt. The book contains charts divided into hieroglyph signs, their
pronunciations and meanings.
Muhsin was a writer, who served as a state scribe in Cairo under Ahmet Muhtar Pasha (1839-1919),
who was the Ottoman High Commissioner in Egypt from 1885 on.
Mehmed Muhsin was an author of one of the earliest Ottoman travelogues on the African continent,
possibly predated by only two other books. In 1876, Ömer Lütfi published the first known Ottoman
travelogue of Africa Ümitburnu Seyahatnemesi, followed by Sudan-I Misri by Ömar Kamil Pasha
in 1886-1887. Mehmed Muhsin issued his most famous work Afrika Delili in 1894, a year after his
book on hieroglyphs (Elem EYRİCE TEPECİKLİOĞLU, African Studies in Turkey. Uluslararası
İlişkiler / International Relations Vol. 13, No. 50 (2016), pp. 9).
The book was printed by the Bulaq Press in Cairo. As the first 40 pages are printed in letterpress,
including the hieroglyphs, the rest of the book is lithographed. Possibly the first technique was too
time consuming and the printers decided to use the lithography, which was at the time still
considered to be less superior.
References: OCLC 951465619, 163308708. Özege 7684.
850 EUR

16. ARMENIAN ATLAS – ISTANBUL IMPRINT

Calouste DEUKMEDJIAN
Համառօտ դասագիրք աշխարհագրութեան: Հարցմամբ եւ պատասխանւով ի պէտս
դպրոցաց.
[A comprehensive textbook on geography. Question and answer for school needs. 2nd edition]:
Constantinople: տպ. Ա. Յակոբ Պօյաճեան [A. Boyacıyan Publisher], 1881.
4°: [4], 136 pp. with numerous images imbedded within text, plus 12 lithographed maps (3 doublepage, 9 single-page, bound in contemporary brown cloth covers with dark brown calf spine, title in
gilt to cover (Good, used example, a small hole in the margin of the title page, slightly age-toned
and stained, a remains of old sticker on the upper corner of the first page, page 71 with a longer
clear tear, page 125 with small colour lines in the margin, sporadic tears in margins, some with
small entries to the text, mostly in the lower margin, the original binding used and scuffed on the
corners, small cracks on the spine, last blank page with a small V-shaped tear, rear loose endpaper
with two tears, missing front loose endpaper, front pastedown with old scribbles in Armenian in
black ink).

A rare Armenian atlas and geography book, printed in Istanbul.
An example of a very rare world atlas and geography book written in Armenian by Calouste
Deukmedjian and published in Constantinople, featuring 12 maps and numerous illustrations
imbedded within the text.
This is the second, revised edition. The first edition was published in 1876. Both editions are very
rare and we could not find any institutional examples on Worldcat.
The work features 12 lithographed maps, with text entirely in Armeno-Turkish, including:

1) World Map (in 2 hemisphere, double page); 2) Europe (single page); 3) Asia (single page); 4)
Ottoman Empire in Asia minus Arabia (double-page); 5) Balkans (singe-page); 6) Western Europe
(single-page); 7) British Isles (single-page); 8) Africa (single-page); 9) North America (singlepage); 10) United States of America (double-page); 11) South America (single-page); and 12)
Australia and Oceania.
The detailed textual description of the world is imbedded with dozens of illustrated vignettes,
including topographical views and ethnographic portraits. Of note is the significant section
concerning the United states, which features a double-page national map and several curious
vignettes, including images of a California Sequoia, a Mississippi River steamer, the U.S. Capital,
amongst others. Armenians in Constantinople would surely have been curious about the massive,
largely Christian nation on the other side of the World. Indeed, begin in the 180s m any thousands
of Armenians would immigrate to America. Today as many as 1.5 million American count
Armenian ancestry.
The present atlas is very rare, especially in such fine stellar condition. In addition to the present
first edition of 1877, we are aware of second edition of 1880. Interestingly, the same atlas was also
issued by the publisher Boyacıyan in Armeno Turkish, that is Turkish, written in Armenian
characters, and in Karamanlı Turkish, that tis Turkish written in Greek characters.
The first and second edition are both rare. We could not find any institutional copies on Worldcat.
The database of the Armenian libraries lists both editions without any named examples in
institutions.
1.800 EUR

17. CHRISTIAN-MUSLIM RELATIONS
NEW TESTAMENT IN OTTOMAN

Ali Ufki (Wojciech BOBOWSKI, Albertus BOBOVIUS LEOPOLITANUS, circa 1610-1675).
كتاب العهد الجديد المنسوب الى ربنا عيسى المسيح
[The New Testament, The Book Attributed to Our Lord Jesus Christ]
Paris: [ دار الطباعة الملكيةImprimerie impériale / Royal Printing House] 1819.

8°. 487 pp., contemporary full calf with embossed lines on boards and gilt lines on the spine,
marbled endpapers, red and yellow speckled edges (Very Good, minor foxing to the paper, binding
with minor wear and scuffing to the corners, spine with very light scratches).

A stellar example of the first printed Ottoman translation of the New Testament, by a
Polish musician Wojciech Bobowski, also known as Ali Ufki.
Printed in Paris with Arabic types, previously used in Napoleon’s Cairo press.

This is the first printed translation of the New Testament into Ottoman language and the basics for
all the later Turkish translations of the Bible.
The author was a Polish musician Wojciech Bobowski (circa 1610-1675), known under his Muslim
name Ali Ufki, as an attempt to present the Christian text to the Islamic world.
Bobowski was born to a protestant family in Poland. In 1632 he was abducted by the Tatars and
sold in Istanbul as a slave. In the new city he converted into Islam and, a talented musician and
dragoman, soon entered the highest circles of the Ottoman court earning his freedom. He was known
to speak 16 languages.
Ali Ufki, a deeply religious man, started translating the New Testament, with a goal to introduce
the Christian text to the Islamic world for better mutual cultural understanding, in 1662 and finished
it in 1664, with the last corrections made the following year.

Although Ali Bey intended to have his translation published in a printed version, the project was
never finished. A Dutch merchant Laurens de Geer, who brought the manuscript to Leyden for the
publication, died in 1666 and the translation remained in the archives of the city for the next 150
years.
Our edition from 1819 is the first printed edition of the Ali Ufki’s translation and was commissioned
by the British Bible Society. The book was published in Paris in the Imprimerie impériale, which
was at the time housing the finest Arabic types in Europe.

The Arabic Types
The book was printed in exquisite Arabic types, originating from the 17th century, and used by
Napoleon in the first modern press in the Arab world.
The types were made in the beginning of the 17th-century with the support of François Savary de
Brèves, who was a French Ambassador in Istanbul, where he developed a fascination for Ottoman
and Arabic culture. Appointed as an ambassador in Rome in 1706 de Brèves founded a printing
press in the city, called Typographia Savariana, which was specialised in printing of texts in
Arabic typeface, which he helped developing himself.
These Arabic types were considered one of the most elegant ones ever made.
After Savary de Brèves death in 1627, the types were acquired by Richelieu for the kingdom of
France in order to encourage the propagation of Catholicism in the Levant.
After more than a century, the types were rediscovered
by French orientalist, sinologist and Turkologist Joseph de Guignes (1721 –1800), in 1787.
A decade later Napoleon decided to use these elegant Arabic types as a foundation for his planned
printing press, the Imprimerie Nationale, in Egypt.
The complete set of presses and types was transported from France to Cairo, where they arrived
after a long delay, caused by the machines’ weigh. As the transportation with camels proved to be
unsuccessful, the presses and types were eventually transferred by boats.
The Imprimerie Nationale, was set up in October 1798 on Azbakiyah Square, in the same building
which housed the Institut d'Egypte. The last types arrived by January 1799, when the first editions
of the newspapers Courrier and the Decade were issued. This was the first modern press in the
Arab world.
The official Napoleon’s printer was Jean-Joseph Marcel. On January 1, 1803, Marcel returned
together with the types to France, where was appointed the director of the Imprimerie impériale,
where he remained until 1815 as a main publisher for the books in Arabic type.
The imprints from high-quality de Brèves Arabic types in Paris were ordered by foreign
institutions, as the other presses were considered inferior. This publication was ordered by the
British Bible Society.
References: OCLC 784181264, 1064631905, 866767439, 1047498226, 427719685, 312374044,
1040330153. Darlow & Moule 9453; North & Nida, Book of a Thousand Tongues (1972), 1303.
1.800 EUR

18. BULGARIA – OTTOMAN PRINTING

These regulations were somewhat effective in supressing dissent in Bulgaria in the short term but were
eventually overwhelmed by the forces of greater events. During the Russo-Turkish War of 1877-8, Bulgarian
rebels and Serbia joined the victorious Russian side, resulting in the dissolution of the Tuna Vilayeti, with
its western parts going to Serbia and the rest becoming the northern part of the autonomous (and de facto
independent) new nation, the Kingdom of Bulgaria. Thus, the present work represents the final Ottoman
effort to save its nearly 500-year long regime in Bulgaria.

450 EUR
Emin HILMI Efendi (1831-1884)
ولمل جاس محاكمهء
[S. l. Russe, Bulgaria] Tuna Vilâyeti Matba`ası 1285 [1868-1869]
12°. 80 pp., contemporary binding with marbles papers and brown cloth spine (possible rembotage?), recent
printed marbled endpapers (inside with minor staining and age-toning around the gutter, binding with light
wear, otherwise in a good condition).

In the 1860s Bulgaria was chafing under Ottoman rule, as the ‘Bulgarian National Revival’, a movement to
reclaim Slavic Bulgarian cultural identity, was heading towards outright rebellion against the Sublime Porte.
This mirrored the direction of travel across the Ottoman Balkans.
During the Tanzimat Era (1839-75), the Sublime Porte sought to counteract rebellious tendencies in the
regions by granting full civil rights to all its subjects (Muslims previously had privileged status). Of special
importance to Bulgaria, the 1864 Vilayet Law reorganized the internal governance of the empire, creating
new provinces (vilayets), which were to be headed by governors with significant autonomy, with instructions
to improve relations which local communities.
In 1864, the Tuna Vilayeti (Danube Province) was formed, comprising much of what is today northern
Bulgaria and part of Serbia, the capital being the bustling Danube river port of Ruse (Turkish: Rusçuk). That
year Midhat Pasha (1822-84), the greatest of all of the Ottoman reforming statesmen, was appointed as the
Vali (governor) of the vilayet, and he proceeded to enact a series of liberalizing, modernizing measures. He
believed that if he could improve the material lives of Slavic Bulgarians, and make the government a
‘partner’, as opposed to an adversary in their cultural revival, then they would refrain from rebelling against
Istanbul. He enacted measures to give greater autonomy to Bulgarian cultural institutions and did much to
improve the economy to benefit of all communities. He also founded the printing press in Ruse that was
used to produce the present work.
However, the tide of Bulgarian self-determination proved too strong for Midhat Pasha’s measured
rationalism. In 1868, a young Bulgarian nationalist, Vassil Levski (1837-73) began to tour the Bulgarian
countryside, encouraging rebellion against Ottoman rule. While an outright violent insurrection was avoided,
he caused much discontent and undermined much of the ‘bridge building’ work done by Midhat Pasha.
The present work is an important political document, in that it contains series of regulations passed by the
Tuna Vilayeti government that sought to repair relations between the Sublime Porte and the Slavic Bulgarian
community, while promising severe reprisals for those who would not cooperate with the regime.

19. BULGARIAN PRINTING IN ISTANBUL

Avercius (Averkije) PETROVIC (1815-1878)
Общiй религiозенъ филозофскiй прегледъ вѫрху истиность-тѫ на христiанска-та
религия
[General Religious Philosophical Review of the Truthfulness of the Christian Religion]
Istanbul: D. Aramian 1877.
8°. 47 pp. With an illustration, original illustrated wrappers, unbound as originally published (minor
tears and staining in the wrappers, minor folds in the corners, otherwise a clean, seemingly unread
copy).

This is a rare religious text in Bulgarian language, printed in Istanbul.
The author Avercius (Averkije) Petrovic (ca 1815-1878) was a Bulgarian author, translator from
Bulgarian and Serbian and scholar, who worked in Gabrovo (1839-1845), Sopot (1849-1850, 1857),
Vidin (1857), Belgrade, Dresden and Istanbul. In 1873 he was appointed the metropolitan of Vratsa
in Bulgaria.
He spent his last years working in Istanbul, where this book was published.
We could not find any examples on Worldcat.
320 EUR

20. BOOKSELLER’S CATALOGUE
UKRAINE

Каталогъ книгъ и листобъ изданія почаево-успенкой лавры и даругихъ издателей и
типографий продающихоя въ книжныхъ лавахъ почаевскоа лавры
[Catalog of books and papers published by Pochayiv-Uspenka Lavra and other publishers
and printers selling books in Pochayiv Lavra]
Pochayiv, Ukraine: Pochayiv-Uspenka Lavra 1907.
8°. 35 pp., printed covers, stapled (slightly age-toned and stained, staples rusty, margins slightly
scuffed, repaired tears to the upper corners of the title page and the first page).

A catalogue with books in Slavic languages and Old Slavic script, available at the bookstore of the
Pochayiv Lavra in Ukraine was published in 1911, when the place was a centre of the Pan-Slavic
movement of the South Balkans and Russia.
Pochayiv Lavra is a monastery in Ukraine and the foremost spiritual and ideological centre. At the
end of the 19th century the monastery became a main Orthodox pilgrimage destination for Russians
and the inhabitants of the Balkan peninsula (being in the vicinity of Austrian Galaicia), and
consequentially an important centre for the Pan-Slavic movement.
In 1915, the monastery was affected by the battles between Austria and Russia. If suffered more
damage during the October revolutions and the battles, which followed.
The catalogue offers a valuable insight on the book trade in this Slavic religious and Pan-Slavic
centre before WWI and the October revolution.
We could not find any institutional copies on Worldcat. We have previously owned a catalogue by
the same publishing house for the year 1911.
120 EUR

21. GALLIPOLI CAMPAIGN

İBRAHIM ALAADDIN (GÖVSA) (1889 - 1949).
چاناق قلعه ايزلرى
[Traces of Çanakkale: To the Eternal Heroes of the Suvla].
Istanbul: Kitâbhâne-i Hilmi, Marifet Matbaası, 1926.
8°: (18 x 12.5 cm): 83 pp. reverse collation, plus 4 plates, original decorative wrappers
contemporarily bound over boards, leather spine (Very Good, some light sporadic spotting to text,
endpapers contemporarily composed from pages from another book as was then common; covers
with edge-wear and some staining to back cover, old library pastedown label to head of spine).

The first edition of the prominent Turkish poet and writer İbrahim Alaaddin Gövsa’s historically
important work featuring the report of the official Ottoman artists’ delegation to the active
battlefield at Gallipoli in the Summer of 1915 and containing the first printing of his complete
collection of his moving poems on Gallipoli; this example featuring the spectacular illustrated cover
showing an Ottoman soldier defending his country from the ‘hand of imperialism’, often lacking in
surviving examples.

This is a stellar example of one of the great Ottoman works of literature on the Gallipoli Campaign
(Turkish: Çanakkale Savaşı), written by İbrahim Alaaddin (who later took the surname Gövsa), one
of the preeminent Turkish writers of the first half of the 20th Century. Fortunately, the present
example features the spectacular original wrappers, which are often lacking on surviving examples,
featuring the powerful image of an Ottoman soldier, symbolically standing over a map of the
Dardanelles, bearing a sabre directed towards the outstretched, covetous hand of Western
imperialism (representing the invading Entente force). This image is one of the most evocative and
popular Turkish popular works of art concerning the Gallipoli Campaign, and it aptly captures the
content of the text.
The genesis of the present work came in the summer of 1915, during the middle of the Gallipoli
Campaign, when the Ottoman Government dispatched an official delegation of the country’s

leading artists (painters, writers, etc.) to the active battlefield to interview soldiers and to soak up
the atmosphere first hand. From what would promise to be an overwhelming experience, the artists
were then invited to create their own artworks that captured the horrors of the battle, as well
celebrating the patriotic spirit of the brave Ottoman solders who were (so far, successfully)
defending their country from invasion.
The artistic delegation included İbrahim Alaaddin, plus such esteemed figures as Ahmet Ağaoğlu,
Orhan Seyfi Orhon, Enis Behiç Koryürek, Celal Sahir Erozan, Hıfzı Tevfik, Hakkı Süha Gezgin,
Hamdullah Suphi Tanrıöver, İbrahim Çallı, Nazmi Ziya, Ali Canip, Ömer Seyfettin, Mehmet
Emin Yurdakul, Muhiddin, Selahattin, Musikişinas Rauf Yekta, and Yusuf Razi Bey.
The party travelled from Istanbul, arriving at Gallipoli on July 15, 1915, where they visited the
Arıburnu and Seddülbahir battlefields. They met many senior Turkish commanders and
conversed with common Ottoman soldiers, while peering down at the enemy lines through
binoculars. The party was notably given an audience with General Liman von Sanders, the
supreme commander of the Ottoman-German forces in the Gallipoli Campaign. Most of the
delegation remained at Gallipoli for ten days, before returning to Istanbul.
The content of the text is two-fold. It commences with the official report of the artistic delegation,
as İbrahim Alaaddin was selected to be the chronicler for the group. Then there follows a series
of eighteen original poems about Gallipoli, composed by İbrahim Alaaddin, that explore the
overwhelming horror of the battle in which so many young men were cut down, while also
extoling the extraordinary bravery and skill of the Ottoman troops as they held back the forces of
Britain, the great world power. Some of the poems were written on the Gallipoli battlefield during
the 1915 delegation visit, while some were composed later when the author was travelling Europe,
but all of the sudden caught up in memories of Gallipoli. İbrahim Alaaddin admitted that the
poems were not his most technically accomplished works; however, they compensate for their raw
and sincere emotional elements, which pour out of the pages, moving even the most stoic reader.
While some excerpts of İbrahim Alaaddin’s report on the delegation visit and a couple of his
Gallipoli poems were first published in newspapers in 1915, the great majority of the content
appears for the first time in the present first edition of Çanakkale İzleri, which did not appear until
1926. This issue, printed in Ottoman Turkish, appeared as a cheap pamphlet sold at street kiosks,
and was an incredibly popular ‘bestseller’, regarded then as it is today as one of seminal artistic
woks on the Gallipoli Campaign. A second edition, written in modern Turkish, was issued in
1939, and was likewise a bestseller. The work had since been reprinted in whole or in part on
many occasions, keeping İbrahim Alaaddin’s powerful sentiments and memories alive for new
generations.
It must be emphasized that while examples of the 1926 edition appear from time to time, it is rare
for an example to be found with its original illustrated wrappers. They seem to have survived on
the present example only because they were contemporarily mounted to hard card covers.

İbrahim Alaaddin (Gövsa): Pioneering and Popular Turkish Intellectual
İbrahim Alaaddin (Gövsa) (1889 - 1949) was a giant figure in the intellectual life of very late
Ottoman and early Republican Turkey. He was a writer, poet, educator, biographer and politician.

He gained fame early in his career, publishing Çocuk Şiirleri [Children’s Poems] (1911), considered
one of the pioneering works in Turkish children’s literature.
Educated in Switzerland, İbrahim Alaaddin was one of the earliest Turkish writers to apply
psychology to literature. He published dozens of poems, books and newspaper articles on a wide
variety of subjects, ranging from humour to serious political and psychological treatises. Serving
as a member of the Turkish Parliament for many years from 1926, he became one of the country’s
leading ‘public intellectuals’.
In addition to the present Çanakkale İzleri, his poem Tavas (1938), written to eulogize Atatürk, was
immensely popular. His Türk Meşhurları Ansiklopedisi [Encyclopedia of Famous Turkish People]
(1945-1946), has enduring importance as one of the country’s great, indispensable reference works.
References: ÖZEGE, no. 3239.
850 EUR

22. BOTANY – LAND SURVEY
OTTOMAN EMPIRE - ANKARA

Hasan TAHSIN Effendi
تصنيف نباتات
[Classification of Plants]
1330 (cover) – 1331 (last page)
[together with:]
Yusuf ZIYA Bey
فن مساحه ا اراضى
[The Technique of the Land Survey]
1331
Ankara: Ziraat Ameliyat Mektebi [Agric1330-1331.

A pair of seemingly unrecorded books on Botany and Land Survey in Ottoman
Language, written and mimeographed for the Agriculture School of Ankara at the
time of the decentralization of educational institutes in the Ottoman Empire.

Two books, contemporary bound together 8°. 179 pp., mimeographed text in purple with
contemporary annotations in pencil and black pen. 235 pp., [3] mimeographed text in purple with
contemporary annotations in pencil and black pen. Original embossed brown linen boards, calf spine
with gilt lettering and decoration, original patterned endpapers, old signatures and date on the title
page (binding slightly stained and scuffed on the edges, inside in a good condition with minor
staining).

An extremely rare, seemingly unrecorded pair of mimeographed illustrated books on botany and
land survey was made in Ankara for the Agricultural School in 1914-1915. A full size image on
the last page of the first book and in the upper part of the second title page showcases the building
of the school.

The Ankara Agricultural School was funded in 1908 as a part of the Ottoman program to
decentralize the education in the country. Institutions for agriculture, forestry and mining were
significant for the future development of the country, especially after the construction of the
railroads. The Ankara school building became famous in 1919, when Mustafa Kemal stayed in it
after the Sivas Congress in 1919 and for 118 days in the beginning of 1920. A telegraph center,
which was sending the news allover the country, was founded in the school.
The first book is a text on botany with mimeographed illustrations and sporadic terms written in
French. As the author Hasan Tahsin Effendi was probably a state employed teacher / scientist, he is
difficult to identify today (the Turkish Biographical Index lists many Ottomans with the same name,
which were at the time employed as teachers, headmasters and scientists: Türkischer
Biographischer Index, 2011, pp. 462-463).
The text includes chapter on the cells, plants and a longer chapter on the mushrooms. Some technical
terms are written in French for better understanding, what was at the time common in the Ottoman
scientific literature, as many of the words did not exist in Ottoman and had to be newly invented by
the writers of such texts.
The text can be compared with a better researched contemporary example on the educational book
on botany, made in the same year for the Istanbul School of Agriculture, today housed in the
National Library of Turkey in Istanbul. The author Hüdaverdi Bey (Apraham Allahverdiyan) was a
teacher at the school and his text was based on his lectures and foreign literature. His predecessor
was Mıgırdiç Hekimyan, who was schooled in Paris in the time of the Tanzimat and in 1880 wrote
the first botanic school book, based on the French samples, which was used in schools for almost
the next 30 years (see: Şeref Etker, ORMANCILIK ve ZİRAAT OKULLARI İÇİN İLM-İ
NEBATAT: MIGIRDİÇ HEKİMYAN, 1880 ve APRAHAM ALLAHVERDİ (HÜDAVERDİ),
1911-1913, https://dergipark.org.tr/tr/download/article-file/13170).
The second book, bound in the volume, is on land survey, including the instructions on the
measurements, mapmaking and illustrations on the contemporary survey tools. Also here some of
the illustrations are probably based on the contemporary European sources.
The author, Yusuf Ziya Bey is probably identical with the Kurdish politician and a later member of
the parliament Yusuf Ziya Bey (1882-1925), who was before the war active as a writer for the
educational office.
We could not find any other examples of the texts in institutions nor any records in the literature
available to us.
References: Unrecorded.
1.200 EUR

23. THE ROARING TWENTIES
OTTOMAN LANGUAGE
TURKISH GRAPHIC DESIGN

( سالبى عزتSelami İzzet Sedes)
چيبالق قادين
[The Naked Woman]
Istanbul: [ اورخانيه مطبعسىOrhaniye Press] 1925
8°. 12 pp., original illustrated wrappers (old signature and date in black ink on the cover, wrappers
with small folds and tears, light traces of wear, but overall in a good condition).

A short, separately issued novel in Ottoman Script, decorated with a cover representing a woman in
her lingerie, admired by men, is a stunning example of the Turkish Roaring Twenties.
In the 1920s the newly founded Republic of Turkey underwent major reform in the direction of
women’s rights, with abandoning the veils in public and encouraging the education and sport
activity of women. With these reforms, women, especially the young women of Istanbul, embraced
the roaring twenties more than in any European city.
The liberation of women in Turkey helped developing a new genre of literature, with popular stories
from private, sexual and night life of fictional characters.
The author, Selâmi İzzet (1896 – 1964) was a short story writer and a journalist, who was publishing
in magazines, such as Servet-i-Funoun, and separately issued short novels. İzzet was also known
for his translations of Arsène Lupin and Sherlock Holmes to Turkish.
References: Türkischer Biographischer Index, 2011, p. 890.
380 EUR

24. EARLY TURKISH DETECTIVE FICTION
OTTOMAN SCRIPT

Peyami SAFA (nom de plume, Server BEDI, 1899-1961).
كوشك اسرارلى
[Mysterious Mansion]
Istanbul: [ اورخانيه مطبعسىOrhaniye Press] 1342 - 1925
8°. 30 pp., [ 2], original illustrated wrappers, stapled (slightly stained, small tears and tiny pieces of
paper missing in white margins, wrappers with small soft folds).

A rare first edition of a famous short novel on Turkish Arsène Lupin by a pioneer of
the Turkish detective fiction Peyami Safa

This is a rare first edition of the detective story with a fictional character, a gentleman thief, Cingöz
Recai, written by a pioneer of the Turkish detective fiction novels Peyami Safa.
Safa, a successful writer, was publishing detective novels under the nom the plume Server Bedi, in
the 1920s, when he was in his twenties. His fictional character Cingöz Recai, based on the personage
of Arsène Lupin, became Safa’s most famous dramatis persona, still enjoyed by the Turkish readers
today. The first novel on this gentleman thief, who is helped by his lover, was written in 1924, and
was followed by 13 more titles, some of which were issued in two parts. In one of the novels Cingöz
Recai is competing with Arsène Lupin, who is visiting Istanbul, and in another one, he is being
chased by Sherlock Holmes.
At least 8 of the 14 original novels are still being printed today and three movies were based on the
character, the most recent one, in 2017.
This is a rare first edition, of the book, which was reprinted in many editions until 2008. The cover
design was signed by the same artist as the cover of the previous item in our catalogue.
We could not find any institutional examples on Worldcat.
420 EUR

25. IRANIAN GRAPHIC DESIGN
IRANIAN TYPOGRAPHY

Émile ZOLA (1840 – 1902).
رؤيا
[Le Rêve]
[Tehran]: [ جاپخانه سپهرSepehr Newspaper Press] 1325 [1946].
8°. [2] title, 150 pp., [2] blank, original illustrated wrappers (wrappers with minor staining, minor
water-staining in the margins in the first part, otherwise a seemingly unread copy).

A seemingly unread example of the Iranian translation of Émile Zola’s novel Le Rêve from 1888
was decorated with an attractive cover design. The image, printed in red and blue, is accompanied
with a title رؤيا, written in minimalistic typography, mimicking the linear decoration in the corners.
This is a well preserved example of a disappearing Iranian series of pocket books with attractive
pulp covers.
380 EUR

26. IRANIAN GRAPHIC DESIGN

Émile ZOLA (1840 – 1902).
انسان وحشى
[La Bête Humaine]
[Tehran]: [ جاپخانه جوزنامه امبدOmid Newspaper Press] - [ کتابفروشی ابن سيناEbne Sina Bookstore]
1325 [1946].
8°. [4] Titles, introduction and illustration, 155 pp, [5] original illustrated wrappers (wrappers with
wear mostly to the spine and minor water staining in the lower part of the back cover, last sheets
with minor water-staining in the lower part, first page with minor foxing, otherwise in a good
condition).

An attractive cover design for an Iranian translation of Emile Zola’s La Bête Humaine was based
on the 1938 French movie with Jean Gabin and Simone Simon, directed by Jean Renoir.
This is a well preserved example of a disappearing Iranian series of pocket books with attractive
pulp covers.
We could not find any institutional examples.
340 EUR

27. IRANIAN GRAPHIC DESIGN

Émile ZOLA (1840 – 1902).
چهره يك زن
[La Curée / The Kill]
[Tehran:] [ كانون معرفتCorner of Knowledge] 1325 [1947]
8°. [2] title page and portrait, 125 pp., original illustrated wrappers, printed in colour on the inner
side of the back cover (wrappers with minor foxing, age-toning and minimal traces of use, otherwise
in a good condition).

For the translation of Émile Zola’s novel La Curée, which in Iranian translates into The Face of a
Woman, the designer used a somehow overdramatic illustration of a face of a woman watching
herself calmly observing a murder. The contemporary exaggerated features, influences by the late
1930s films noirs, make this cover a superb example of the Iranian pulp book cover design.
The back, equally attractive cover, is a combination of a photomontage, modern lines, Iranian title,
a man disposing a body and a portrait of Edward G. Robinson.
The cover is a superb example of the relatively unknown and underappreciated Iranian graphic
design of pulp books.
420 EUR

28. IRANIAN GRAPHIC DESIGN – IRANIAN PULP
IRANIAN POLITICS

( مصطفى الموتىMostafa Alamouti / Mustafa Almuti)
داستانهاى واقعى
[True Stories]
[Tehran]: [ چاپخانه دادDad Press]

A pair of rare ephemeral Iranian pulp magazines with stunning design were published
by Mostafa Alamouti, who would become an esteemed journalist, politician and after
the Revolution a valuable source of the recent history.
The populistic articles are mixed with contemporary political news from various
sources.

A pair of 2 magazines (of 5?), which were published yearly by an Iranian newspaper publishing
house Dad ()چاپخانه داد, include contemporary articles on the politics, also articles copied from other
newspaper, and entertaining popular stories and murder mysteries by Iranian authors.
The editor and author Dr. Mostafa Almouti was an Iranian journalist and politician. Between 1941
and 1953 he was an editor of the newspaper Dad (meaning Justice or Scream), which was shut
down on several occasions due to their controversial political reporting. First a supporter of
Mohammad Mosaddegh, Almouti changed his political sides and in 1959 became an assistant of the
prime minister Manuchehr Eqbal (1959-1960).
In the 1960s and 1970s Dr. Mostafa Almouti became an esteemed journalist, who visited India and
Israel as a representative of Tehran dailies. After the Iranian Revolution he published in London
several works on the recent Iranian history, which are an important first-hand source.

The only institutional examples we could find are five issues housed in the Library of Congress, yet
they appear to be second editions, published contemporary by Safi Ali Shah office (بنگاه مطبوعاتى
)صفيعليشاه.

a. داستانهاى واقعى
Volume 3

[Tehran:] [ چاپخانه دادDad Press] 1325 [1947]
8°. 121 pp. with black and white illustrations, illustrated original wrappers (wrappers with minor
wear, otherwise in a good, seemingly unread condition).
420 EUR

b. داستانهاى واقعى
Volume 4:
[Tehran:] [ چاپخانه دادDad Press] 1326 [1948]
8°. 109 pp. with black and white illustrations, illustrated original wrappers (wrappers with minor
wear, age-toning and chips in margins, tiny folds in the lower margins, old signature on the title
page, minor sporadic staining, otherwise in a good condition).
420 EUR

29. IRANIAN GRAPHIC DESIGN
SOVIET-IRANIAN RELATIONS

( قاسم مسعودىQasim MASUDI)
جريان مسافرت مىسيون اعزامى ايران بمسکو. تهران مسكو تهران
[Tehran – Moscow – Tehran. Report of the Travel Mission by the Tehran Delegation to
Moscow]
Tehran: [ شرکت سهامی چاپState Printing Office] 1325 [1946].
8°. 199 pp. with black and white illustrations, original illustrated wrappers (wrappers with minor
wear and sporadic foxing, inside in a good, clean condition).

A scarce Iranian publication on the prime minister Ahmad Qavam’s visit to Stalin in
Moscow

An Iranian illustrated publication with a striking cover, representing portraits of Stalin and Iranian
prime minister Ahmad Qavam (1873 – 1955), reports on the Quavam’s visit to the Soviet Union in
the early 1946.
This highly reported visit followed the post WWII dispute between Iran and the Soviet Union over
the occupied Azerbaijan province. As Qavam ordered the delegation from Iran to the UN to
negotiate the issues, he flew personally to Moscow do discuss the subject with Stalin.
This richly illustrated book describes the meeting of the Iranian prime minister with Stalin.
We could find four institutional copies (Columbia University, Stanford University Libraries,
University of California Los Angeles, University of California - Los Angeles).
References: OCLC 933301309.
950 EUR

30. BERLIN IMPRINT
OTTOMAN LANGUAGE - WWI

Anon.
١٩١٥ ١٩١٤ حرب عمومى نك بر سنا لك خالصهء وقوعاتى سنه
[World War. The Extracts of the First Year: 1914 – 1915]
[S. l., Berlin: s. n., s. d. circa 1915].
8°. 30 pp, original illustrated wrappers (used condition with minor tears and folds in margins, spine
reinforced with old paper, wrappers slightly stained, tiny worm hole in in the white outer margin
throughout the book).

An unusual anonymous pamphlet on the development of the first year of World War I was printed
in Berlin in Ottoman language.
References: OCLC 945804448 & 1082380928. ÖZEGE; 6882.
120 EUR

31. ANTI-COMMUNISM - BERLIN IMPRINT
ART HISTORY

Georgy KRESKENTIEVICH LUKOMSKY (1884–1952)
Художник и революция. Художник в русской революции: записки художественного
деятеля
[The Artist and The Revolution. An Artist in The Russian Revolution: Notes by an Artist]
Berlin: Gutnov 1923.
12°. 95 pp., original wrapper with lettering (wrappers with light staining, foxing and minor old
handwriting, first and last papers with sporadic foxing, otherwise in a good, clean condition).

A pamphlet on the art in the revolution was written by a Russian émigré, an
architectural historian and artist Gregory Lukomsky in Berlin.

A text on the role of the art and artists in Russia and the changes of their roles through the revolution
was written by a Russian émigré in Berlin, Georgy Kreskentievich Lukomsky (1884–1952).
Lukomsky was born in a Russian noble family and studied art and history of art. Before the
revolutions he established himself as a painter, graphic artist, art historian and specialist for art
architecture. One of his main projects were the restauration works and leading the inventory in
Tsarskoe Selo after the February Revolution.
In 1920, Lukomsky immigrated through Istanbul to Germany and later to France. In the exile, he
was an author of several works on history of art and art in Russia before and after the revolution
and also on his restauration project in Tsarskoe Selo.
References: OCLC 694172859, 561130865.
160 EUR

32. YUGOSLAV HISTORY
SERBIAN AUTHORS IN THE US

Hadži-Todor DIMITRIJEVIĆ (1889 –1977)
Маријада, или Женидба Краља Александра
[Marijada, or the Marriage of the King Alexander].
New York: Izd. Špira Hutalarovića i Dušana S. Trbovića [1922 or 1923].

8°. 109 pp. with illustrations, [2] advertisement, original wrappers wit lettering (old annotation on
the cover, Duplicate stamp on the first blank page, otherwise in a very good, apparently unread
condition with a minor storage wear).

A Serbian nationalist book reports on the marriage of king Alexander I of Yugoslavia to Maria of
Romania in 1922.
Todor Dimitrijević was a Serbian author, who spent most of his life in foreign countries. He was
known for his aggressive pro-Serbian and anti-Austrian writings. He promoted his works as one of
the reasons for the World War I.
This is a rare first edition. The other reprints were issues in 1933 and 1934 in Belgrade
We could find 3 copies in the US libraries and one copy in the Bavarian National Library.
References: OCLC 29524122.
120 EUR

33. UNDERGROUND PRINTING – COMMUNISM

Vladimir ILYICH ULYANOV LENIN (1870 –1924).
Tretja internacionala in njeno mesto v zgodovini. [The Third International and Its Place in
History]
[together with:]
Joseph VISSARIONOVICH STALIN (1878 – 1953).
Kaj je Lenin vnesel v marxizem novega [The New Things Lenin Introduced to the Marxism]
[Goteniški Snežnik, Slovenia]: [Triglav Tiskarna (Press)] Agitacijsko-propagandistična
komisija Centralnega Komiteta Komunistične Partije Slovenije [Agit-Prop Commission of the
Central Committee of the Communist Party of Slovenia] 1944.
12°. 7 pp., original illustrated wrappers, stapled (old small annotations on the cover and first page,
sporadic words underlined with old blue pencil, staples slightly rusty, otherwise in a good
condition].

A pamphlet, printed by an underground Slovenian press during WWII, contains Lenin’s text from
1919 and Stalin’s interview by the American trade unionists from 1927.
One will immediately notice that the printing quality of the present work is exceptionally high for
an underground publication. This is due the fact that it was printed by the Triglav Tiskarna
(Press), which was one of only two Partisans publishing operations that possessed (two) large,
professional printing presses, as it was hidden in a secret location deep in the forests of southwestern Slovenia.
The location of the press was known only to the high command of the Slovene Partisans and the
printers themselves, as well as a small number of trusted couriers.
The pamphlet is very rare. We could trace three examples in Slovenian libraries (The National and
University Library of Slovenia does not hold a copy).
References: Bibliografija 1964, 5914. OCLC 755097943.
180 EUR

34. UNDERGROUND PRINTING - COMMUNISM

Vladimir ILYICH ULYANOV LENIN (1870 –1924).
Radikalizem. Otroška bolezen komunizma
["Left-Wing" Communism: An Infantile Disorder / Детская болезнь "левизны" в
коммунизме]
S. l. [Slovenia]: Okrožna komisija za vzgojo aktivistov Osvobodilne fronte [District
Committee for the Education of the Activist of the Librartion Army] S. d. [circa 1944].
Large 4°. [1] mimeographed title page and stencilled red star, 42 pp. mimeographed text, original
wrappers with mimeographed title and stencilled red star, stapled (minor staining and soft vertical
folds, minor old annotations in margins, tiny tears and folds in the wrappers, but in general in a
good condition).

A rare Slovenian translation of the Lenin’s text against the left-wing radicalism in the Communism
was published by the Partisan underground press during WWII. The large pamphlet was made for
the education of the activists of the Liberation army.
We could not trace any examples in libraries worldwide nor in the state database of the Slovenian
libraries.
References: Bibliografija 1964, 5820.
250 EUR

35. UNDERGROUND PRINTING – COMMUNISM

Joseph VISSARIONOVICH STALIN (1878 – 1953).
Nacionalno vprašanje
[The National Question]
S. l. []: Agit-prop komisija pri PK KPS za Primorsko Slovenijo [Agit-Prop Commission of the
Central Committee of the Communist Party of Primorsko - Slovenia] Tehnika Jelenk 1943.
8°. [4], 48 pp. mimeographed text, original mimeographed wrappers with stamped red star, stapled
(wrappers with small folds in margins, lacking the lower blank part of the back wrapper, otherwise
in a good condition).

A rare mimeographed pamphlet with a translation of Stalin’s text was printed by a Slovenian
Partisans during WWII.
The pamphlet was printed by an underground press Jelenk, which was founded in a Slovenian
village Vojščica in October 1943 and in June 1944 merged with two other Partisan presses.
We could only trace one institutional example (National Library of Maribor).
References: Bibliografija 1964, 7312; OCLC 441098358.
180 EUR

36. SLOVENIAN PRINTING IN FASCIST ITALY
France BEVK (1890-1970), author; Tone KRALJ (1900-1975), illustrator.
Tatič
[The Thief]
Trieste: Naša založba 1923.
8°. 85 pp with black and white vignettes, original wrappers with illustrated cover (Very Good, unread and
uncut example, minor traces of wear to the covers, minor foxing, mostly to the first and last pages).

This is a first edition of a Slovenian novel Tatič, issued by the Slovenian press in Trieste. The city was at the
time annexed to Italy, that a year before the publication of the book elected a Fascist government, which
systematically started suppressing Slavic culture and language.
The author France Bevk was born in the western part of today‘s Slovenia, which was at the time under
Austria-Hungary. Bevk received his education in Koper (Capodistria) and Gorizia, where he remained
working as an author and editor.
After the area was annexed to the Fascist Italy in 1918, Bevk continued publishing in his native Slovenian
language. In 1920 and 1930, after the language became systematically supressed by the Fascists, France
Bevk took the leadership in publishing Slavic prints in the area. Among others he was a director of a
publishing house Goriška matica, where, under a severe Fascist censorship, he published most of his pre
WWII works, including this novel Veliki Tomaž, where he again touches a subject of a common country
person being supressed by uncontrolled political situation. The subject was, obviously, much disfavoured
by the contemporary Fascist government. When Italy entered the war, in 1940, Bevk was sent to a prison
camp as a political prisoner. He remained there until the capitulation of Italy in 1943, after which he joined
the Partisans. After the war France Bevk remained an active writer and is today known as an author of
numberless popular works, especially stories for children.
The illustrations were made by a Slovenian painter and sculptor Tone Kralj (1900-1975), known for his
mural paintings and sculptures, as well as for his book illustrations. Schooled at the academy in Prague as a
sculptor between 1920-23, he continued his studies in Vienna, Paris and Venice. Before and during WWII,
Kralj lived in the area, annexed to the Fascist Italy (Gorizia and Trieste area), where he was painting large
murals in Slovenian churches with a strong anti-Fascist iconography, which was never discovered or
destroyed by the Italians. The characteristics of Kralj’s art are monumental figures with heavy shadows,
made in the art deco style.
This is a well preserved unread and uncut example.
References: COBISS.SI-ID – 355634.
280 EUR

37. YUGOSLAV GRAPHIC DESIGN

Novice celega sveta prinaša Slovenec, Slovenes, Slovenec,...
[The News of All the World are Brought by Slovenec, Slovenec, Slovenec,…]
Ljubljana: Jugoslovanska tiskarna [Yugoslav Press] [circa 1930].
Lithograph in blue and red, 53 x 33 cm (21 x 13 inches) (soft folds with minor wear and tiny scuffing
on the crossings, minor staining, overall in a good condition).

An attractive ephemeral large folding advertisement in Art Deco style was printed for the Slovenian
newspaper Slovenec. The images represent the modern design of the newspaper, and its rapid
delivery by cars, motorbikes, racing cars and airplanes. The back printed in blue and red, showcases
the measurements for the paid advertisements in the newspaper.
The newspaper Slovenec, published between 1873 and 1945, was a leading Slovenian newspaper.
It was known for its strict Catholic contents, anti-liberalism and before WWI for its articles, loyal
to the Austro-Hungary and the Emperor.
The newspaper was closed by the new, Communist Yugoslav government after WWII.
190 EUR

38. SLAVIC AUTHORS IN ITALY
YUGOSLAV GRAPHIC DESIGN

Mara SAMSA (1906-1959), author; Nikolaj PIRNAT (1903-1948), illustrator.
Trst je klical
[Trieste Called]
Trieste: Zložba Tržaškega tiska 1958.
8°. 180 pp. with 12 interleaved full page illustrations, [4], original illustrated wrappers (minor wear
to the corners of the wrappers, slightly rubbed in the lower part of the front cover and on the first
pages, otherwise a clean, seemingly unread example).

A novel, set in WWII in Trieste, tells a story about the Slovenian partisans.
Mara Samsa (1906–1959) was a Slovenian female author and teacher, active during WWII as a
partisan. She was imprisoned at the Gonars and Rab prison camps. After the war she was working
as an editor and writer.
The powerful book design and modernistic illustrations were by an academic sculptor Nikolaj Pirnat
(1903-1948), who finished the Art Academy in Zagreb and schooling at Ivan Meštrović. He was mostly
active as an illustrator and a caricaturist, and worked for the underground press during WWII. After the
war he worked as illustrator of books and an artist.

References: OCLC 163780930, 955830721. Muser, Erna: Samsa, Mara (1906–1959). Slovenska
biografija. Slovenska akademija znanosti in umetnosti, Znanstvenoraziskovalni center SAZU,
2013. http://www.slovenska-biografija.si/oseba/sbi535865/#slovenski-biografski-leksikon (30.
januar 2020). Izvirna objava v: Slovenski biografski leksikon: 9. zv. Raab - Schmid. Alfonz Gspan
et al. Ljubljana, Slovenska akademija znanosti in umetnosti, 1960.
75 EUR

39. THEATER – YUGOSLAV BOOK DESIGN

Josip DANEŠ-GRADIŠ (1883-1954), author; Mirko ŠUBIC (1900-1976), cover
designer.
Za vozom boginje Talije. Spomini potujočega igralca
[Behind a Chariot of the Goddess Thalia. Memoires of a Travelling Actor]
Ljubljana: Vodnikova družba 1936.
FIRST EDITION
8°. 111 pp., with a full-size portrait and black and white illustrations within text, original yellow
wrappers with illustrated cover (wrappers slightly stained and with minor foxing, internally with
minor staining and tiny tears on the inner side of the portrait, otherwise in good condition).

An autobiography of a theatre actor and comedian who was especially popular between the two
wars in Trieste and Ljubljana, featuring an attractive cover design by the academic painter Mirko
Šubic (1900-1976). The well-composed image, based upon a stenciled draft, represents the Greek
goddess Thalia, who presided over comedy, and a small figure of a man in the background, chasing
the chariot.
The academic painter Mirko Šubic came from a family of known artists and painters. He
studied painting at the Munich Art Academy under Franz von Stuck and Carl Johann BeckerGundahl; in Prague under Vlaho Bukovac, Jakub Obrovský and Vojtech Hynais; and in Dresden
with professors Ferdinand Dorsch in Max Feldbauer.
He was known as an illustrator and painter, notably as a restorer of frescos.
We could only find one example outside of Slovenian libraries (Columbia University, New York).
References: OCLC 29271296. Šubic, Mirko (1900–1976). Slovenska biografija. Slovenska
akademija znanosti in umetnosti, Znanstvenoraziskovalni center SAZU, 2013.
http://www.slovenska-biografija.si/oseba/sbi674378/#slovenski-biografski-leksikon (15. avgust
2019).
95 EUR

40. YUGOSLAV BOOK DESIGN

Janez MENCINGER (1838-1912), author. [Rudolf SAKSIDA (1913-1984), designer?]
Moja hoja na Triglav.
[My Walk on Triglav].
Koper: Primorska založba Lipa, 1956
8°, 226 pp., [2], original illustrated purple boards with black and white decoration and gilt lettering,
blue cloch spine with gilt lettering, original illustrated dustjacket (old annotation on the front blank
endpaper, tiny tears and slight marginal loss to dustjacket, minor foxing to edges, otherwise in good
condition).

This is a patriotic book celebrating Mount Triglav, the highest peak and national symbol of
Slovenia, published in 1956 in the coastal town of Koper. This edition was most probably
considered a pro-Yugoslav propagandist piece, as the regional borders between Italy and
Yugoslavia were only confirmed in 1954, with Italy retaining Trieste, while the rest of the longdisputed territories, including Koper, was annexed to Yugoslavia.
It is possible that the book was designed by the artist Rudolf Saksida, who was at the time active as
a painter and designer of books and posters in Koper.
Rudolf Saksida (1913-1984), born in Gorizia and was schooled as a painter in Italy in the futuristic
style. His first public works were advertisements and posters. After the capitulation of Italy in 1943,
Saksida joined the Yugoslav Partisans. He moved to Koper after the war, where he was designed
posters and books while employed as an art teacher.
This is the fourth, and first separately issued edition of was a classic work on mountaneering. The
text about climbing Triglav was first published as an article. Moja hoja na Triglav has since been
reprinted many times.
References: OCLC 44659712, 320116840 & 444208914. Tominšek, Josip: Mencinger, Janez
(1838–1912). Slovenska biografija. Slovenska akademija znanosti in umetnosti,
Znanstvenoraziskovalni
center
SAZU,
2013.
http://www.slovenskabiografija.si/oseba/sbi359376/#slovenski-biografski-leksikon (20. avgust 2019). Izvirna objava v:
Slovenski biografski leksikon: 5. zv. Maas - Mrkun. Franc Ksaver Lukman et al. Ljubljana, Zadružna
gospodarska banka, 1933.
95 EUR

41. YUGOSLAV BOOK DESIGN
THE SUEZ CRISIS

Miran ŠUŠTAR (1924-2010), author; Uroš VAGAJA (1920–1971), cover design.
Neuspeli pohod. Kratki zapiski posebnega dopisnika Slovenskega poročevalca vdneh agresije na Egipt
[The Unsuccessful March. Short Notes by a Special Reporter of ‘Slovenski poročevalec’ in the Days of
the Aggression on Egypt]
Ljubljana: Slovenski poročevalec, 1956.
8°: 38 pp., [1] blank, [16] black and white illustrations, original illustrated wrappers with a map on the inner
side of the front cover (Very Good, minor wear to the spine).
This uncommon pamphlet features first-hand journalist reports and notes on the Suez Crisis (1956) in Egypt,
known in the East as “the Tripartite Aggression”, written by the esteemed Slovenian / Yugoslav foreign
correspondent Miran Šuštar. It was published in the immediate wake of the dramatic events. The attractive
cover was designed by Uroš Vagaja.
The author Miran Šuštar (1924-2010) was a leading Slovenian reporter. After WWII, during which he was a
memeber of the Partisans, Šuštar work as a journalist stationed abroad, most notably in Africa and in Rome.
He posted over 1500 articles.
Uroš Vagaja is was one of the most prolific and esteemed Yugoslav book designers of the post war period,
responsible for illustrating over 100 (and possibly many more) books. Trained as an architect, he was active
as a painter, illustrator and stage designer, and during WWII was heavily involved in underground Partisan
printing. After the war, Vagaja studied architecture in Prague and Ljubljana, graduating in 1956.
Vagaja’s book designs combine modern lines with flat colourful surfaces, a common motif influenced by the
techniques of Partisan underground printing, which succeeded in creating powerful images with scarce
resources, such as a limited palate employing linocuts. His narrative dustjackets were positioned in a dialogue
with minimalistic covers, usually designed by simple printed and embossed lines, speaking to the heart of
the story.
MOMA picked up on his work for the exhibition Toward a Concrete Utopia, Architecture in Yugoslavia,
1948–1980.
The present work is uncommon. Only 7 Slovenian libraries possess an exmaple, while the only institutional
example outside of Slovenia resides at the British Library.
References: OCLC 442398795 & 504054377.
95 EUR

42. SLAVIC AUTHORS

Žarko PETAN (1929 - 2014), author; Günter WALDORF (born Günter Stessl, 1924 – 2012)
Vor uns die Sintflut. Aphorismen. Ein immerwährendes Kalendarium
[The Deluge Before Us. Aphorisms. An everlasting calendar]
Graz - Wien - Koeln: Verlag Styria, 1983.
Long 8°. [80] with black and white illustrations, original black wrappers, illustrated dustjacket,
dedication by the author on the title page (Minor wear to the dust jacket, otherwise in a good
condition).

Signed by the author
A book, by a Slovenian author Žarko Petan is divided into 52 sections, representing the weeks, each
filled with aphorisms for each day. The main motif of transience is accompanied by black humour
and comical illustrations by an Austrian artist Günter Waldorf.
Petan was a prolific Yugoslav / Slovenian author and writer of aphorisms, who was often publishing
in other languages.
The example is dedicated and signed by the author.

References: OCLC 883347520 & 310904644.
45 EUR

43. OTTOMAN ABC

( احمد جوادAhmad Jawad)
يكى اليفبا
[The New Primer]
Istanbul: Hilmi 1928.
8°. 60 pp., [4], original illustrated green wrappers with four-clove pattern, stapled (wrappers with a
minor age-toning and wear to the corners, otherwise in a clean, seemingly unused condition).

The primer was issued in the last year of the use of the Ottoman letters before the
Atatürk’s reforms of 1929.
An attractive primer for the Ottoman script with black and white illustrations from a daily life, was
published in 1928, in the last year of the use of the script. On January 1st, 1929, the script was officially
changed to the Latin alphabet as a part of Atatürk’s reforms (please see the next item in the catalogue).
İbrahim Hilmi (Çığıraçan) (1876 - 1963) was one of the most important publishers and cartographers of
the Late Ottoman Empire. He was born in Tulcea, today in Romania, and founded his first printing shop
in 1896 in Istanbul, under the name Kitaphane-i Islami (Islamic Library), whereupon he largely
produced religious books.
Subsequently, Hilmi became interested in military affairs, geography and history, and changed the name
of his press to Kitaphane-i İslam ve Askeri (Islamic and Military Library). He published about 200
military books and his atlases were amongst the most popular cartographic items throughout the empire.
During World War I, Hilmi gained the affection of the public for his charitable programme of sending
free books to poor children in Anatolia.
Hilmi’s enterprise thrived until Atatürk’s Republican regime nationalized the publishing of law and
school books in the 1920s, so undercutting the most lucrative part of his business. However, Hilmi left
an enduring legacy, having published over 1,000 books on a wide variety of topics over three decades.
We could not find any institutional examples on Worldcat.

220 EUR

44. ABC – KEMAL ATATÜRK
NEW TURKISH ALPHABET

Mitat SADULLAH
Resimli millet alfabesi. Millet mektepleri ile halk dersanelerine mahsus
[Illustrated National Alphabet: For the Public Schools and Public Classrooms]
Istanbul: Tefeyyüz Kitaphanesi 1929.
8°. 47 pp. with illustration, original illustrated wrappers, stapled (Wrappers with minor staining,
uneven hand-cut in the upper margins with tiny tears and sporadic small loss of paper in margins,
last page cracked around the staple, otherwise in a good condition).

This is one of the first publish ABC books with a modern Turkish script, made for
schoolchildren and adults.
The cover is decorated with a figure of Atatürk explaining the letters to adults in civil and military
uniforms, waving Turkish flags. The images between the text represent contemporary objects,
animals, scenes from a modern life, military scenes and a portrait of Atatürk.
In 1928 Mustafa Kemal Atatürk started working as a key step of the cultural part of his reforms on
the project of changing the Ottoman script to more comprehensible Latin alphabet with 29 letters,
which is still used today. The new script became compulsory in all public communications,
governmental offices and public books on January 1st, 1929. The public could use the Ottoman
script for official documents for the following six months.
This richly illustrated ABC was a printed for the schoolchildren and adults, who had to adjust to the
new script in only a six months period.
We could find two institutional copies on Worldcat (Universitätsbibliothek Erlangen-Nürnberg,
Hauptbibliothek, Princeton University Library).
References: OCLC 632748004.
340 EUR

45. TATAR ABC
TOKYO IMPRINT

( محى الدين كربا علييفMuhiddin Karba Aliyev)
تاتار ألفباسي
[Tatar Primer]
Tokyo: [ مطبعهء اسالميهIslamic Press] 1936.
8°. [2] title page, 73 pp. letterpress with woodcut illustrations, colophon on the last page printed in
Japanese, mid 20th century brown cloth binding with gilt lettering, without wrappers (very good,
privately bound seemingly unread example, old price written on the inner side of the rear cover).

An exceedingly rare primer for Tatar language, printed by the Islamic Press of Tokyo,
founded by the Tatar refugees, fleeing the Bolsheviks
This exceedingly rare Tatar primer was printed by the Islamic Press in Tokyo for the Tatar refugees,
living in Japan. The primer contains the letters in Tatar language, basic connections between the
letters marking simple words and short texts. The text is accompanied by simple black and white
wood-cut illustrations.
The Tartar community in Japan was founded after the Russian Revolution by the immigrants,
fleeing the Bolsheviks through Siberia and Vladivostok, under the leadership of imam MuhammedGabdulkhay Kurbangaliev (1889-1972). In 1936, they founded the first school in Kobe, which was
followed by a school in Tokyo two years later. In the same year, n 1938, the Tatars founded the first
mosque in Tokyo. The Tokyo Mohammedan Press was founded in 1929. It was publishing books
and a journal in Tatar language.
Japanese welcomed Tatars in their country, especially on the eve and during the war, when the
Tatars sided with the Axis Powers in hope to defeat the Bolsheviks and return to their homeland.
We could not find any institutional examples on Worldcat.
680 EUR

46. ANTHROPOMORPHIC ALPHABET

Lampridio GIOVANARDI (1811-1878), att.
Anthropomorphic or Posture Master Alphabet
[Emilia Romagna, ca. 1860].
Copper engraving 31 x 22 cm ( 12 x 8.8 inches) (minor staining, natural tiny holes in marins,
otherwise in a good condition).

The alphabet is attributed to Lampridio Giovanardi (1811-1878), an Italian inventor and artist. He
was known for his crudely made engravings with optical illusions and tables with decoration, made
of various materials, such as metal, gold and wood. Circa 25 engravings by Giovanardi are known
today.
We could find examples of the alphabet in the collections of Princeton and Yale Universities.
References: OCLC 1050153867.
550 EUR

47. ANTHROPOMORPHIC ALPHABET

An Gottes Segen ist alles gelegen
Osnabrück: Hermann Paal [Late 19th century].
Lithograph 21 x 28 cm (8.2 x 11 inches) (minor age-toning and staining, otherwise in a good
condition).

An attractively designed saying in German language, which could translate into “Everything is Due
to the God’s Blessing”, is composed from letters, made from figures from everyday life, animals,
putti and imaginary creatures. The saying was widely popular in Germany.
Hermann Paal from Osnabrück was mostly known by his chromolithographed postcards.
450 EUR

48. HEBREW CHILDREN’S BOOK

Levin KIPNIS (1894-1990); Yemima AVIDAR-TCHERNOVITZ (1909 – 1998).
ספר לאם ולילד: גן־גני
[Gan-Gani / Kindergarten. Part Two. A Book for the Mother and the Child].
Israel [Tel Aviv]: נ. [ טברסקיN. Tversḳi] 1948.
Square Small 4°, 165 pp. with black and white illustrations in text and 11 full page colour
illustrations with blank back, [2] card with blue lettering and numbers, original illustrated yellow
card boards, blue cloth spine with lettering, illustrated endpapers (binding slightly battered on the
corners, spine slightly pale, inside with hardly noticeable traces of wear, but overall a clean,
seemingly unread copy).

The first edition of the separately published second part of one of the most charming
and popular Hebrew books for children.

This beautifully made book for children in Hebrew with highly decorative interleaved full-page
illustrations is one of the most popular children’s book in Israel.
The book was published in three parts, separately issued in 1947, 1948 and 1952. This is the first
edition of the second part. All the parts were reprinted many times in the next decades.

References. OCLC 122759749.
180 EUR

49. THEATER – MARIONETTES

J. Schmid's Marionetten-Theater in den Anlagen an der Blumenstrasse. Sonntag, den 22.
Dezember 1907. Die Froschfee oder Casperl in der Hexenküche
[J. Schmid's Marionette Theater in the Location on Blumenstrasse. Sunday, December 22nd,
1907. The Frog Fairy or Casperl in the Witch's Kitchen]
Munich: Schuh & Cig. GmbH 1907.
Lithograph: 48 x 31 cm (inches) (soft folds and tiny tears in margins, otherwise in a good condition).

A rare illustrated playbill was made for the Munich based Marionette Theater, founded in 1858 and
still operating today, which makes it the oldest operating non-mobile marionette theater in Germany.
The theater was founded by Josef Leonhard Schmid (1822–1912), also called Papa Schmid,
presented in the portrait on the left-hand side, with a goal to produce educational pieces, also
appropriate for adults. Assisted by his friend Franz von Pocci (1807 – 1876), a composer, illustrator
and graphic artist, represented in the portrait on the right-hand side, who designed the first marionettes,
the theatre became a much beloved institution in Munich.
A new building for the marionette theatre was built in 1900, close to the Sendlinger Tor in Munich, where
the institution is still housed today.
The illustrated playbills for the Munich Marionette Theatre are extremely rare, as they were printed daily.

300 EUR

50. THEATER – MARIONETTES

J. Schmid's Original Münchener Marionettentheater in den Anlagen an der Blumenstrasse.
Donnerstag, den 25. und Freitag den 26. Dezemeber 1913. Die Marzipan-Prinzessin.... Die
Weihestunde. Ein Weihnachtsfestspiel mit Gesang von Ernst von Destouches... Mittwoch, den
31. Dezember: Gedenkfeier für Papa Schmid
[J. Schmid's Original Munich Marionette Theater in the Location on Blumenstrasse.
Thursday 25th and Friday 26th December 1913. The Marzipan Princess… ]
Munich: Schuh & Cig. GmbH 1913.
Lithograph: 48 x 31 cm (inches) (soft folds and tiny tears in margins, otherwise in a good condition).

A rare illustrated playbill was made for the Christmas shows at the Munich-based Marionette
Theater. The theater was founded in 1858 and still operating today, which makes it the oldest
operating non-mobile marionette theater in Germany.
The theater was founded by Josef Leonhard Schmid (1822–1912), also called Papa Schmid,
presented in the portrait on the left-hand side, with a goal to produce educational pieces, also
appropriate for adults. Assisted by his friend Franz von Pocci (1807 – 1876), a composer, illustrator
and graphic artist, represented in the portrait on the right-hand side, who designed the first marionettes,
the theatre became a much beloved institution in Munich.
A new building for the marionette theatre was built in 1900, close to the Sendlinger Tor in Munich, where
the institution is still housed today.
The illustrated playbills for the Munich Marionette Theatre are extremely rare, as they were printed daily.

300 EUR
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